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The mathematical framework of Stone duality is used to synthesise a number of hitherto 
separate developments in theoretical computer science. 
l Domain theory, the mathematical theory of computation introduced by Scott as a foundation 
for denotational semantics. 
l The theory of concurrency and systems behaviour developed by Milner, Hennesy et al. based 
on operational semantics. 
l Logics of programs. 
Stone duality provides a junction between semantics (spaces of points= denotations of 
computational processes) and logics (lattices of properties of processes). Moreover, the 
underlying logic is geometric, which can be computationally interpreted as the logic of 
observable properties--i.e., properties which can be determined to hold of a process on the 
basis of a finite amount of information about its execution. 
These ideas lead to the following programme. 
(1) A metalanguage is introduced, comprising 
l types = universes of discourse for various computational situations; 
l terms = programs = syntactic intensions for models or points. 
(2) A standard denotational interpretation of the metalanguage is given, assigning domains 
to types and domain elements to terms. 
(3) The metalanguage is also given a logical interpretation, in which types are interpreted as 
propositional theories and terms are interpreted via a program logic, which axiomatises the 
properties they satisfy. 
(4) The two interpretations are related by showing that they are Stone duals of each other. 
Hence, semantics and logic are guaranteed to be in harmony with each other, and in fact each 
determines the other up to isomorphism. 
(5) This opens the way to a whole range of applications. Given a denotational description of 
a computational situation in our metalanguage, we can turn the handle to obtain a logic for that 
situation. 
1. Introduction 
Our aim is to synthesise a number of hitherto separate developments in 
Theoretical Computer Science: 
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l Domain theory, the mathematical theory of computation introduced by Scott as 
a foundation for denotational semantics. 
l The theory of concurrency and systems behaviour developed by Milner, 
Hennessy et al. based on operational semantics. 
l Logics of programs. 
The key to our synthesis is the mathematical theory of Stone duality, which 
provides a junction between semantics (spaces of points = denotations of com- 
putational processes) and logics (lattices of properties of processes). Moreover, 
the underlying logic is geometric, which can be computationally interpreted as the 
logic of observable properties-i.e., properties which can be determined to hold 
of a process on the basis of a finite amount of information about its execution. As 
a worked example, we show how domain theory can be construed as a logic of 
observable properties; applications to the study of programming languages have 
been presented elsewhere [3,5]. 
1.1. Background 
Domain theory has been extensively studied since it was introduced by Scott 
[72], both as regards the basic mathematical theory [61], and the applications, 
particularly in denotational semantics [26,51,71,84], and more recently in static 
program analysis [7,55,56]. In the course of this development, a number of new 
perspectives have emerged. 
Syntax vs. semantics 
Domain theory was originally presented as a model theory for computation, 
and this aspect was emphasised in [72,74]. However, the effective character of 
domain constructions was immediately evident, and made fully explicit in 
[22,38,73,77]. Moreover, in recent presentations of domains via neighborhood 
systems and information systems [75,76], Scott has shown how the theory can be 
based on elementary, and finitary, set-theoretic representations, which in the case 
of information systems are deliberately suggestive of proof theory. 
A further step towards explicitly syntactic presentations of domain theory was 
taken by Martin-Lof, in his domain intepretation of intuitionistic type theory [49]. 
His formulation also traces a line of descent from Kreisel’s definition of the 
continuous functionals [43], via [23,48]. 
The general tendency of these developments is to suggest that domains may as 
well be viewed in terms of theories as of models. Our work should not only 
confirm this suggestion, but also show how it may be put to use. 
Points vs. properties 
An important recent development in mathematics has been the rise of locale 
theory, or ‘topology without points’ [36], in which the open-set lattices rather 
than the spaces of points become the primary objects of study. That these 
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mathematical developments have direct bearing on computer science was 
emphasised by Smyth [79]. If we think of the open sets as properties or 
propositions, we can think of spaces as logical theories; continuous maps act on 
these theories under inverse image as predicate transformers in the sense of 
Dijkstra [20], or modal operators as studied in dynamic logic [31, 691. 
There is also an important theme in computer science which emerges as 
confluent with these mathematical developments; namely, the use of notions of 
observation and experiment as a basis for the behavioural semantics of systems. 
This plays a major role in the work of Milner, Hennessy et al. on concurrent 
systems [32,53,87], and also in the theory of higher-order functional languages, 
e.g., [13,14,52,60]. The leading idea here is to take some notion of observable 
event or experiment as an ‘information quantum’, and to construct the meaning of 
a system out of its information quanta. This corresponds to the leading idea of 
locale theory, that ‘points’ are nothing but constructions out of properties. By 
exploiting this correspondence, we may hope to obtain a rapprochement between 
domain theory and denotational semantics, on the one hand, and operationally 
formulated notions such as observation equivalence [32] on the other. 
Denotational vs. axiomatic 
Another area in programming language theory which has received intensive 
development over the past fifteen years has been logics of programs, e.g., Hoare 
logic [18,34], dynamic logic [31,69], temporal logic [66], etc. However, to date 
there has not been a satisfactory integration of this work with domain theory. For 
example, dynamic logic deals with sets and relations, which from the perspective 
of domain theory corresponds only to an extremely naive and restricted fragment 
of programming language semantics. One would like to see a dynamic logic of 
domains and continuous functions, which would encompass higher-order func- 
tions, quasi-infinite (or ‘lazy’) data structures, self-application, nondeterminism, 
and all the other computational phenomena for which domain theory provides a 
mathematical foundation. 
The key mathematical idea which forms the basis of our attempt to draw all 
these diverse strands together is Stone duality, which we now briefly review; a 
fuller discussion will be found in Section 2. 
1.2. Overview: Stone duality 
The classic Stone representation theorem for Boolean algebras [83] is aimed at 
solving the following problem: 
show that every (abstract) Boolean algebra can be represented as a field of 
sets, in which the operations of meet, join and complement are represented 
by intersection, union and set complement. 
Stone’s solution to the problem begins with the observation that for any 
topological space X, the lattice Clop X of clopen subsets of X forms a field of 
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sets. His radical step was to construct, from any Boolean algebra B, a topological 
space Spec B. To understand the construction, think of B as (the Lindenbaum 
algebra of) a classical propositional theory. The elements of B are thus to be 
thought of as (equivalence classes of) formulae, and the operations as logical 
conjunction, disjunction and negation. Now a model of B is an assignment of 
‘truth-values’ 0 or 1 to elements of B, in a manner consistent with the logical 
structure; e.g., so that lb is assigned 1 if and only if b is assigned 0. In short, a 
model is a Boolean algebra homomorphism f : B- 2, where 2 = (0, l} is the 
two-element lattice. Identifying such an f with f-‘(l) E B, which, as is well 
known, is an ultrafilter over B (see, e.g., [36]), we can take Spec B as the set of 
ultrafilters over B, with the topology generated by 
U,={xESpecB:aex} (uEB). 
The spaces arising as Spec B for Boolean algebras B in this way were 
characterised by Stone as the totally disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces 
(subsequently named Stone spaces in his honour). Moreover, we have the 
isomorphisms 
B=ClopSpecB, bH{XESpecB:bEx}, (1.1) 
S = Spec Clop S, sH{UEClopS:sEU}. (1.2) 
The first of these isomorphisms olves the representation problem, and comprises 
Stone’s theorem in its classical form. But we can go further; these correspon- 
dences also extend (contravariantly) to morphisms: 
SfT A-h’B 
Clop S ,f-l Clop T ’ Spec A ASpecB’ 
where 
h:x-{b~B:h*b~x}. 
In modern terminology, this yields a duality (= contravariant equivalence of 
categories): 
Stone = BooloP. 
This is the prototype for a whole family of ‘Stone-type duality theorems’, and 
leads to locale theory, as ‘pointless topology’ or junior-grade (propositional) 
topos theory. (An excellent reference for these topics is [36].) 
But what has all this to do with computer science? Two interpretations of Stone 
duality can be found in the existing literature from mathematics and logic: 
l The topological view: points vs. open sets. 
l The logical view: models vs. formulas. 
We wish to add a third interpretation: 
l The computer science view: (denotations of) computational processes vs. 
(extensions of) specifications. 
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The importance of Stone duality for computer science is that it provides the 
right framework for understanding the relationship between denotational semantics 
andprogram logic. The fundamental logical relationship of program development is 
to be read ‘P satisfies #‘, where P is a program (a syntactic description of a 
computational process), and # is a formula (a syntactic description of a property 
of computations). Thus P is the ‘how’ and C#J the ‘what’ in the dichotomy 
standardly used to explain the distinction between programs and specifications. 
We can easily describe the main formal activities of the program development 
process in terms of this relation: 
l Program specification is the task of defining (a list of) properties C#I to be 
satisfied by the program. 
l Program synthesti is the task of finding P given (a list of) r#~ 
l Program verification is the task of proving that P F #. 
The two sides of Stone duality-the spatial and the logical or localic-yield 
alternative but equivalent perspectives on this fundamental relationship: 
l The spatial side of the duality, where points are taken as primary, properties 
are constructed as (open) sets of points, and the fundamental relationship is 
interpreted as s E U (s a point, U a property), corresponds to denotational 
semantics, where the data domains (i.e., the types) of a programming language 
are interpreted as spaces of points, and programs are given denotations as points 
in these spaces; this denotational perspective yields a topological interpretation of 
program logic. 
l The logical or localic side of the duality, where properties, as elements of an 
abstract (logical) lattice, are taken as primary, and points are constructed as sets 
(prime filters) of properties, with the fundamental relationship interpreted as 
a E x (a a property, x a point), corresponds to program logic, and yields a logical 
interpretation of denotational semantics. The idea is that the structure of the 
open-set lattices and prime filters are presented syntactically, via axioms and 
inference rules, as a formal system. 
We extract the following concrete research programme from these general 
perspectives on Stone duality: 
(1) A metalanguage is introduced, comprising 
l types = data domains = universes of discourse for various computational 
situations; 
l terms = programs = syntactic intensions for models or points. 
(2) A standard denotational interpretation of the metalanguage, assigning 
domains to types and domain elements to terms, can be given using the spatial 
side of Stone duality. 
(3) The metalanguage is also given a logical interpretation, in which the localic 
side of the duality is presented as a formal system with axioms and inference 
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rules. Each type is interpreted as a propositional theory; terms are interpreted by 
axiomatising the satisfaction relation P k $A This gives a program logic. 
(4) The denotational semantics from (2) and the program logic from (3) are 
related by showing that they are Stone duals of each other-a strengthened form 
of the logician’s ‘soundness and completeness’. As a consequence of this, 
semantics and logic are guaranteed to be in harmony with each other, and in fact 
each determines the other up to isomorphism. 
(5) The framework developed in (l)-(4) IS very general. The metalanguage can 
be used to describe a wide variety of computational situations, following the ideas 
of ‘classical’ denotational semantics. Given such a description, we can turn the 
handle to obtain a logic for that situation. This offers two exciting prospects: of 
replacing ad hoc ingenuity in the design of program logics to match a given 
semantics by the routine application of systematic general theory, and of bringing 
hitherto divergent fields of programming language theory (e.g., )L-calculus and 
concurrency) within the scope of a single unified framework. 
The main objective of this paper is to elaborate the programme outlined in 
(l)-(4) above (applications as in (5) have been presented elsewhere [3,5]). 
Section 2 is devoted to filling in some background on domains and locales. Then, 
Sections 3 and 4 present our results. Finally, Section 5 discusses directions for 
further research. 
2. Background: domains and locales 
The purpose of this section is to summarise what we assume, to fix notation, 
and to review some basic definitions and results. 
2.1. Notation 
Most of the notation from elementary set theory and logic which we will use is 
standard and should cause no problems to the reader. We shall use = for 
definitional equality; thus M = N means ‘the expression M is by definition equal to 
N’ (or just: ‘is defined to be N’). We shall use w and N to denote the natural 
numbers (0, 1, . . . } (thought of sometimes as an ordinal, and sometimes as just a 
set). Given a set X, we write !J3X for the powerset of X, ‘$.&X for the set of finite 
subsets of X, and ‘$33f,_X for the finite nonempty subsets. We write Xc’Y 
(XG~“~ Y) for the assertion that X is a finite (finite nonempty) subset of Y. 
We write substitution of N for x in M, where M, N are expressions and x is a 
variable, as M[N/x]. We shall assume the usual notions of free and bound 
variables, as expounded, e.g. in [9]. We shall always take expressions modulo 
cu-conversion, and treat substitution as a total operation in which variable capture 
is avoided by suitable renaming of bound variables. 
Our notations for semantics will follow those standardly used in denotational 
semantics. One operation we will frequently need is updating of environments. 
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Let Env = Var+ s’, where Var is a set of variables, and Y some value space. 
Then for p E Env, x E Var, v E V; the expression p[x I-+ v] denotes the environ- 
ment defined by 
(Pb - VIIY = v, x =y, 
PY, otherwise. 
Next, we recall some notions concerning posets (partially ordered sets). Given 
a poset P and X E P, we write 
J(X) = {y E P: 3x Exy SX}, 
T(X) = {y E P: 3x EXX cy}, 
Con(X) = {y E P: 3x, 2 EXX Sy 4z}, 
UB(X) = {y E P: Vx E Xx sy}, 
MUB(X) = {y E UB(X): Vz E UB(X) z cy + y < z}. 
We write l(x), t(x) for A({x}), T({x}). A set X is left-closed (or lower-closed) if 
X = l(X), right-closed (or upper-closed) if X = T(X), and convex-closed if 
X = Con(X). UB(X) is the set of upper bounds of X, and MUB(X) the minimal 
upper bounds. When it is important to emphasise P we write LP(X), Tp(X), etc. 
We also have the lower, upper and Egli-Milner preorders (reflexive and transitive 
relations) on subsets of P: 
X&EM Y=Xr,Y&Xc”Y. 
We write 2 for the two-element lattice (0, l} with 0 < 1, and 0 for the Sierpinski 
space, which has the same carrier as 2, and topology (0, {l}, (0, l}}. As we shall 
see in Section 2.4 on domains and locales, 2 and 0 are really two faces of the 
same structure (a “schizophrenic object” in the terminology of [36, Chapter 6]), 
since 0 arises from the Scott topology on 2, and 2 from the specialisation order 
on 0. For other basic notions of the theory of partial orders and lattices, we refer 
to [24,36]. 
Finally, we shall assume a modicum of familiarity with elementary category 
theory and general topology; suitable references are [47] and [21], respectively. 
2.2. Domains 
We shall assume some familiarity with [61], and use it as our main reference for 
domain theory. We shall also refer to [28,30]. 
For the reader’s convenience, we briefly review some basic definitions. Let 
(P, E) be a poset. A subset X E P is directed if every finite subset of X has an 
upper bound in X. (Thus a directed subset is nonempty.) A directed-complete 
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partial order (dcpo) is a poset in which every directed subset X has a least upper 
bound (written l-l X). A morphism of dcpos is a map f : D + E satisfying 
f(Ll X) = u {f(x): x E X} 
for all directed X c D. Let D be a dcpo. The Scott topology on D, a(D), is given 
by all subsets U E D satisfying 
l U=T(V, 
l U S E U, S directed implies S n U # 0. 
Fact 2.2.1. A function f : D + E is a morphism if and only if it b continuous with 
respect to the Scott topology. 
In the light of this fact, morphisms are referred to as continuous maps. 
Let (D, C) be a dcpo. An element b E D is finite if, whenever S G D is directed 
and b c U S, b Ld for some d E S. We write .5Y(S) for the subposet of finite 
elements of D. A subset B G D is a basis for D if for every d E D, S = B rl J(d) is 
directed, and d = US. A dcpo is algebraic if X(D) is a basis, and w-algebraic if 
X(D) is also countable. We shall refer to o-algebraic dcpos D with least elements 
(written _LD) as (algebraic) domains. If D is algebraic, the Scott topology has a 
particularly simple form, namely all sets of the form 
G T(bi) (bi E X(D), i E Z). 
Moreover, the compact-open subsets are those of this form with Z finite. 
By a category of domains we shall mean a subcategory of DCPO, the category 
of dcpos with least elements and continuous functions’. DCPO, is the sub- 
category of strict functions, i.e., those satisfying f(I) = 1. 
The properties of DCPO which make it a suitable mathematical universe for 
denotational semantics-a “tool for making meanings” in Plotkin’s phrase-are: 
(1) It admits recursive definitions, both of elements of domains, and of 
domains themselves. 
(2) It supports a rich type structure. 
The mathematical content of (1) is given by the least fixed point theorem for 
continuous functions on dcpos [61, Chapter 1, Theorem 11, and the initial fixed 
point theorem for continuous functors on DCPO [61, Chapter 5, Theorem 11. As 
for (2), the type constructions available over DCPO are extensively surveyed in 
[61, Chapters 2 and 31. In order to fix notation, we shall catalogue the 
constructions of which mention will be made in this paper, with references to the 
definitions in [61], see Table 1. (Note that separated sum A + B can be defined 
by: A + B = (A), G3 (B),.) Most of these constructions have simple concrete 
descriptions as operations on dcpos. Thus A X B is the Cartesian product, 
’ Plotkin uses a slightly different category CPO in [61]. The difference is marginal, and for the 
o-algebraic case we are mainly concerned with the two notions in fact coincide. 
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Table 1 
AxB 
(A-B) 
A@B 
(A), 
(A-+, B) 
4(A) 
p”.(A) 
p(A) 
Product 
Function space 
Coalesced sum 
Lifting 
Strict function space 
Lower (Hoare) powerdomain 
Upper (Smyth) powerdomain 
Convex (Plotkin) powerdomain 
Chapter 2, p. 2 
Chapter 2, p. 9 
Chapter 3, p. 6 
Chapter 3, p. 9 
Chapter 1, p. 13 
Chapter 8, p. 14 
Chapter 8, p. 45 
Chapter 8, p. 28 
ordered componentwise; A + B is the set of continuous maps, ordered pointwise; 
A $ B is the disjoint union, with bottom elements identified; (A), is A with a 
new bottom element adjoined; A+, B is the set of strict continuous maps, 
ordered pointwise. The description of the powerdomains makes some use of 
topological notions. The Smyth powerdomain is given as all nonempty Scott- 
compact upper-closed subsets, ordered by superset; the Hoare powerdomain as 
all nonempty Scott-closed subsets, ordered by subset inclusion; the Plotkin 
powerdomain as all nonempty Scott-compact subsets S satisfying 
s = T(S) t-l s 
(where s is the Scott-closure of S), with the Egli-Milner ordering’. 
In this paper, we shall be concerned with subcategories of oALG, the category 
of algebraic domains and continuous maps. In particular, we shall be concerned 
with the following full subcategory of wALG: 
l The category SFP of strongly algebraic domains [28,30,59,61]. 
The name is an acronym for ‘sequences of finite posets’, which arises from one of 
the main descriptions of SFP domains, as bilimits (i.e., direct limits of 
embeddings, or, equivalently by the “limit-colimit coincidence” [80], inverse 
limits of projections) of sequences of finite posets. The other main description of 
SFP is ‘intrinsic’, i.e., expressed in terms of conditions on the poset of finite 
elements. 
Definition 2.2.2. Let D be an algebraic domain. We say that D is 
l coherent algebraic if X(D) satisfies “property M” [28,30]: for every finite 
u E X(D), MUB(u) is finite, and moreover complete in the sense that 
Qx E UB(u) By E MUB(u) y C_X; 
l SFP if it is coherent algebraic, and moreover for every finite u E X(D), “u*(u) 
is finite, where 
Q*(u) = kym “u”(u), 
“u”(u) = u, aUk+‘(u) = lJ {MUB(u): v s a“(u)}. 
‘These descriptions are strictly speaking only valid for algebraic domains, but this will be the only 
case considered in this paper. 
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The justification for studying this category comes from the fact that SFP is 
closed under all the type constructions listed above. In particular, it is Cartesian 
closed; indeed, SFP is the largest Cartesian closed full subcategory of wALG 
[78]. Moreover, it admits initial solutions of domain equations built from these 
constructions. Almost all the domains needed in denotational semantics to date 
can be defined from these constructions by composition and recursion (some 
exceptions of three different kinds: [l, 58,621). 
Now algebraic domains are freely constructed from their bases, i.e., 
D = IdI(X(D)), 
where IdI( for any poset P, is the ideal completion formed by taking all 
directed, left-closed subsets of P, ordered by inclusion [61, Chapter 6, p. 51. Thus 
we can in fact completely describe such categories as SFP in an elementary 
fashion in terms of the bases; various ways of doing this for a certain subcategory 
of SFP (the “Scott domains”) are presented in [75,76]. 
An important part of this programme is to describe the type constructions listed 
above in terms of their effect on the bases. We shall fix some concrete definitions 
of the constructions for use in later chapters. 
l X(A x B) = X(A) X X(B); the ordering is component-wise. 
l %(A $ B) = X(A) Cl3 X(B), i.e., 
{ 11 U ((01 x (WA)\{Ld)) U ((11 x (-W)\{~B))) 
with the ordering defined by 
orx=(O,a)&y=(O,b)&a~,b, 
orx=(l,c)&y=(l,d)&cc,d. 
l _%((A),) = {I} U ((0) X x(A)), with the ordering defined by 
xcy=X==, 
orx=(O,a)&y=(O,b)&uLAb. 
l x(9,(A)) = {jx&X): X E l&,,,(YL(A))}, with the subset ordering. 
l Yl(SYU(A)) = {TX&X): X = !&_(X(A))}, with the superset ordering. 
l X(9(A)) = {ConX(&): X E @&VA))), with the Egli-Milner ordering 
(which is a partial order on the convex-closed sets). 
All these definitions are valid for any algebraic domain. Since wALG is not 
Cartesian closed, we shall describe the function space construction for its largest 
Cartesian closed subcategory, SFP. Our description will follow [28,30]. 
Definition 2.2.3. (i) (Plotkin [61, Chapter 6, p. 11). Let A, B be algebraic 
domains. For a E X(A), b E x(B), 
(ulb):A-+ B 
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is the one-step function defined by 
> otherwise. 
(ii) (Gunter [28,30]). u cfne X(A) X Z(B) is joinable (notation: A(u)) iff for 
all a E X(A), {(a’, b’) E u: a’ La} has a maximum in X(A) x X(B). 
(iii) Given A(u), define [u] :A+ B by 
]u] (d) = max{b: 3a (a, b) E u & a Cd}. 
Note that Plotkin writes (a 3 b) for (a Lb). 
Proposition 2.2.4 (Gunter [30, Theorem 131. Let A, B be SFP domains, and 
u ~~~~ X(A) x k(B) such that A(u). 
(i) [u] is a continuous function, and a finite element of (A+ B). In fact, we 
have 
[ul = Ll {(a Lb): (a, b) E u}. 
(ii) [u] C [vl @V(u, b) E u 3(u’, b’) E v a’ cu & b Lb’. 
(iii) (A + B) is algebraic, and in fact un SFP domain, with basis given by 
X(A~B)={~U~:U~~“~~Y(U)XX(B)&A(U)}. 
The definition of A(u) has the unwelcome feature of a universal quantification 
over X(A). The following proposition (which is new) gives an alternative, more 
‘local’ (and hence more easily effectivised) description. 
Notation. Given a set x of ordered pairs, we write (X), ((X),) for the set of first 
(second) components of elements of X. 
Proposition 2.2.5. Let A, B be coherent algebraic domains, u sfne X(A) x X(B). 
Then A(u) if 
Vu c u 3w c u (w)l = MUB((v),) & [Vb E (v)~, b’ E (w)* b 9’1. (2.1) 
Proof. (3) Consider v s u. For each m E MUB((v),), A(u) implies that 
z, = {(a’, b’) E u: (I’ Lm} 
has a maximum element (a,, b,). Let w = {(a,, b,): m E MUB((v),)}. Since 
V C.&, a, E UB((v),) for each m. Also, a, Em; hence by minimality of m, 
% = m and (w)r = MUB((v),). Finally, v c .zm implies b, E UB((v),) for each m. 
(+ ) Given a E %(A), consider the set 
v = {(a’, 6’) E u: a’ ~a}. 
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For some w E u, (w)r = MUB((u),). Since a E UB((u),), for some (a’, b’) E w, 
a’ La. Hence (a’, b’) E u Moreover, b’ E UB((u),). Thus (a’, b’) is the required 
maximum for V. 0 
We conclude this section by reviewing some notions on embeddings, which play 
an important role in the standard category-theoretic account of the solution of 
domain equations [80]. Recall that an embedding-projection pair between 
domains D, E is a pair of continuous functions e : D + E, p : E --, D satisfying 
p oe = idD, e ap C idE. 
Each of these functions uniquely determines the other, since e is left adjoint to p. 
We write eR for the projection determined by e. It is standard that embeddings 
are strict, order-reflecting (i.e., e(x) Le(y) +X Cy), and carry finite elements to 
finite elements. Moreover, since they are left adjoints they preserve all joins. The 
following proposition (which I have not found in the literature) is simple but 
useful; it says that the formation of bases for the various type constructions 
commutes with embeddings. 
Proposition 2.2.6. Let ei : Ai ---* Bi, i = 1, 2, e : A + B be embeddings. Then 
6) (el x ez)((u, b)) = (e,(u), e*(b)), 
(ii) (ei+ez)( Tul)= T{h(ah edb)):h b)EUIl, 
(iii) 9(e)(Con({xr, . . . , h>>) = Con({e(xd, . . . , e&J>), 
(iv) (el @ 4((i, 4) = (4 ei+l(d)) (i = 0, I), 
(4 (e)l((o, a)) = (O,eW). 
Proof. We shall verify (ii). Firstly, since embeddings preserve joins, by Proposi- 
tion 2.2.4 it suffices to verify that (er* e2)((uIb)) = (el(u)\ez(b)). By definition 
[801, (ei-,e&f) = e& oef, while e, left adjoint to ef means that 
e,(a)Ed e a&e?(d). 
Now 
(el+ ez)((u Lb))(d) = 
e,(b), 
1, 
el(a)cd, 
otherwise, 
= (el(a)14b))(4. 0 
2.3. Locales 
Our reference for locale theory and Stone duality will be [36]. Since locale theory 
is not yet a staple of computer science, we shall briefly review some of the basic 
ideas. 
Classically, the study of general topology is based on the category Top of 
topological spaces and continuous maps. However, in recent years mathe- 
maticians influenced by categorical and constructive ideas have advocated that 
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attention be shifted to the open-set lattices as the primary objects of study. Given 
a space X, we write Q(X) for the lattice of open subsets of X ordered by 
inclusion, Since Q(X) is closed under arbitrary unions and finite intersections, it 
is a complete lattice satisfying the infinite distributive law 
(By the Adjoint Functor Theorem, in any complete lattice this law is equivalent to 
the existence of a right adjoint to conjunction, i.e., to the fact that implication 
can be defined in a canonical way.) Such a lattice is a complete Heyting algebra, 
i.e., the Lindenbaum algebra of an intuitionistic theory. The continuous functions 
between topological spaces preserve unions and intersections, and hence all joins 
and finite meets of open sets, under inverse image; thus we get a functor 
52:Top+Loc, 
where Lot, the category of locales, is the opposite of Frm, the category of 
frames, which has complete Heyting algebras as objects, and maps preserving all 
joins and finite meets as morphisms. Note that Fm is a concrete category of 
structured sets and structure-preserving maps, and consequently convenient to 
deal with (for example, it is monadic over Set). Thus we study Lot via Frm; but it 
is Lot which is the proposed alternative or replacement for Top, and hence the 
ultimate object of study. 
Notation. Given a morphism f :A --, B in Lot, we write f* for the corresponding 
morphism B+A in Frm. 
Now we can define a functor 
Pt : Lot- Top 
as follows (for motivation, see our discussion of Stone’s original construction in 
Chapter 1): Pt(A) is the set of all frame morphisms f:A-*2, where 2 is the 
two-point lattice. Any such f can be identified with the set F =f-‘(1) which 
satisfies: 
1 E F, 
a,bEF+ aAbeF, aeF,aCb j bcF, 
VaiEF j 3iEIaiEF. 
iel 
Such a subset is called a completely prime Jilter. Conversely, any completely prime 
filter F determines a frame homomorphism XF : A --j 2. Thus we can identify Pt(A) 
with the completely prime filters over A. The topology on Pt(A) is given by the 
sets U, (a E A): 
U, = {x E Pt(A): a E x}. 
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Clearly, 
Pt(A) = U, U7 n u, = IJLlhb> g ua, = %I.&~ 
so this is a topology. Pt is extended to morphisms by: 
A-f’B 
Pt(A) = Pt(B)’ 
Pt(f)x = {b: f*b E x}. 
We now define, for each X in Top and A in Lot: 
rIx:X+Pt(Q(X)), ?I&)= {U:x E U}, 
eA: Q(Pt(A))+A, E;(U) = {x: a EX}. 
Now we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.1 (Johnstone [36, 11.2.41). (Q, Pt, r,r, ~):Top-Lot defines an 
adjunction between Top and Lot; moreover, [36, 11.2.71, this cuts down to an 
equivalence between the full subcategories Sob of sober spaces and SLoc of spatial 
locales. 
The equivalence between Sob and SLoc (and therefore the duality or 
contravariant equivalence between Sob and SFrm) may be taken as the most 
general purely topological version of Stone duality. For our purposes, some 
dualities arising as restrictions of this one are of interest. 
Definition 2.3.2. A space X is coherent if the compact-open subsets of X 
(notation: KQ(X)) f orm a basis closed under finite intersections, i.e., for which 
KQ(X) is a distributive sublattice of Q(X). 
Theorem 2.3.3. (i) (Johnstone [36, 11.2.111). The forgetful functor from Frm to 
DLat, the category of distributive lattices, has as left udjoint the functor Idl, which 
takes a distributive lattice to its ideal completion. 
(ii) (Johnstone [36, 11.3.41). Given a distributive lattice A, define Spec(A) us 
the set of prime filters over A (i.e., sets of the form f -‘( 1) for lattice 
homomorphisms f : A + 2)) with topology generated by 
U,={XESpec(A):uEx} (uEA). 
Then Spec(A) = Pt(Idl(A)). 
(iii) (Johnstone [36,11.3.3]). The duality of Theorem 2.3.1 cuts down to a 
duality 
CobSp = CobLoc = DLatoP, 
where CobSp is the category of coherent TO spaces, and continuous maps which 
preserve compact-open subsets under inverse image; and CohLocoP is the image of 
DLat under the functor Idl. 
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The logical significance of the coherent case is that finitary syntax-specifically 
finite disjunctions-suffices. The original Stone duality theorem discussed in 
Section 1 is obtained as the further restriction of this duality to coherent 
Hausdorff spaces (which turns out to be another description of the Stone spaces) 
and Boolean algebras, i.e., complemented distributive lattices. Note that under 
the compact Hausdorff condition, all continuous maps satisfy the special property 
in part (iii) of the theorem. 
As a further special case of Stone duality, we note the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.4. (i) The forgetful functor from distributive lattices to the category 
MSL of meet-semilattices has a left adjoint L, where L(A) = {J(X): X E &(a)}, 
ordered by inclusion. (Notice that this is the same construction as for the lower 
powerdomain; this fact is signijicant, but not in the scope of this paper.) 
(ii) For any meet-semilattice A, define Filt(A) as the set of all filters over A, 
with topology defined exactly as for Spec(A). Then 
Filt(A) = Spec(L(A)) = Pt(Idl(L(A))). 
(iii) The duality of Theorem 2.3.3 cuts down to a duality 
AlgLat = MSLoP, 
where AlgLat i.s the full subcategory of CohSp of algebraic lattices with the Scott 
topology. 
An extensive treatment of locale theory and Stone-type dualities can be found 
in [36]. Our purpose in the remainder of this section is to give some conceptual 
perspectives on the theory. 
Firstly, a logical perspective. As already mentioned, locales are the Linden- 
baum algebras of intuitionistic theories, more particularly of propositional 
geometric theories, i.e., the logic of finite conjunctions and infinite disjunctions. 
The morphisms preserve this geometric structure, but are not required to 
preserve the additional ‘logical’ structure of implication and negation (which can 
be defined in any complete Heyting algebra). Thus from a logical point of view, 
locale theory is propositional geometric logic. Moreover, Stone duality also has a 
logical interpretation. The points of a space correspond to models in the logical 
sense; the theory of a model is the completely prime filter of opens it satisfies, 
where the satisfication relation is just 
in terms of spaces, (i.e., with x E X and a E Q(X)), and 
in terms of locales (i.e., with x E Pt(A) and a E A). Spatiality of a class of locales 
is then a statement of completeness: every consistent theory has a model. 
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Secondly, a computational perspective. If we view the points of a space as the 
denotations of computational processes (programs, systems), then the elements of 
the corresponding locale can be seen as properties of computational processes. 
More than this, these properties can in turn be thought of as computationally 
meaningful; we propose that they be interpreted as observable properties. 
Intuitively, we say that a property is observable if we can tell whether or not it 
holds of a process on the basis of only a finite amount of information about that 
process3. Note that this is really semi-observability, since if the property is not 
satisfied, we do not expect that this is finitely observable. This intuition of 
observability motivates the asymmetry between conjunction and disjunction in 
geometric logic and topology. Infinite disjunctions of observable properties are 
still observable-to see that Via,ai holds of a process, we need only observe that 
one of the ai holds-while infinite conjunctions clearly do not preserve finite 
observability in general. More precisely, consider Sierpinski space 0. We can 
regard this space as representing the possible outcomes of an experiment to 
determine whether a property is satisfied; the topology is motivated by semi- 
observability, so an observable property on a space X should be a continuous 
function to 0. In fact, we have 
Q(X) = (X * O), 
where (X-0) is the continuous function space, ordered pointwise (thinking of 
0 as 2). Now for infinite Z, I-ary disjunction, viewed as a function 
is continuous, while I-ary conjunction is not. Similarly, implication and negation, 
taken as functions 
3:02-+Q 1:0+0 
are not continuous. Thus from this perspective, 
geometric logic = observational ogic. 
These ideas follow those proposed by Smyth in his pioneering paper [79], but 
with some differences. In [79], Smyth interprets “open set” as semi-decidable 
property; this represents an ultimate commitment o interpret our mathematics in 
some effective universe. My preference is to do theoretical computer science in as 
ontologically or foundationally neutral a manner as possible. The distinction 
between semi-observability and semi-decidability is analogous to the distinction 
between the computational motivation for the basic axioms of domain theory in 
terms of “physical feasibility” given in [61, Chapter 11, without any appeal to 
3 This is really only one facet of observability. Another is extensionality, i.e., that we regard a 
process as a black box with some specified interface to its environment, and only take what is 
observable via this interface into account in determining the meaning of the process. Extensionality in 
this sense is obviously relative to our choice of interface; it is orthogonal to the notion being discussed 
in the main text. 
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notions of recursion theory; and a commitment to only considering computable 
elements and morphisms of effectively given domains, as advocated in [38]. It 
should also be said that the link between observables and open sets in domain 
theory was clearly (though briefly!) stated in [61, Chapter 8, p. 161, and used 
there to motivate the definition of the Plotkin powerdomain. 
A final perspective is algebraic. The category Frm is algebraic over Set [36, 
11.1.2]; thus working with locales, we can view topology as a species of (infinitary) 
algebra. In particular, constructions of universal objects of various kinds by 
‘generators and relations’ are possible. Two highly relevant examples in the locale 
theory literature are [35,37]. This provides a link with the information systems 
approach to domain theory as in [45,76]. Some of our work in Sections 3 and 4 
can be seen as a systematisation of these ideas in an explicitly syntactic 
framework. 
2.4. Domains and locales 
We now turn to the connections between domains and locales. We have 
already seen that domains can be viewed topologically, via the Scott topology. 
Given a space X, we define the specialisation order on X by 
xc ,,,y=VUESZ(X)XEU 3 YEU. 
Proposition 2.4.1 (Plotkin [61, Chapter 1, p. 161). Let D be a dcpo. The 
specialisation order on the space (D, o(D)) coincides with the original ordering 
on D. 
Thus we may regard domains indifferently as posets or as spaces with the Scott 
topology. 
We now relate domains to coherent spaces. 
Theorem 2.4.2 (The 2/3 SFP theorem) (Plotkin [61, Chapter 8, p. 411, Gunter 
[28, Theorem 4.191). An algebraic domain is coherent as a space iff it is ‘213 SFP’ 
in the terminology of (lot. cit.), i.e., satisfies property M as defined in Section 2.2. 
By Stone duality for coherent spaces (Theorem 2.3.3), any such domain D satisjies 
D = Spec(KSZ(D)). 
This justifies our terminology for such domains as coherent algebraic. Thus SFP 
is a category of coherent spaces, and we need only consider the lattices of 
compact-open sets on the logical side of the duality 
We conclude with some observations which show how the finite elements in a 
coherent algebraic domain play an ambiguous role as both points and properties. 
Firstly, we have 
D = Idl(x(D)), 
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so the finite elements determine the structure of D on the spatial side. We can 
also recover the finite elements in purely lattice-theoretic terms from A = 
KG?(D). Say that a E A is coprime if a c Vie1 bi, Z finite, implies a 6 bi for some 
i E I. Writing cpr(A) for the set of coprimes of A, we have 
x(D) = (cpr(A))OP, A = L((X(D))Op). (2.2) 
(The fact that the latter construction produces a distributive lattice even though 
x(D) is not a meet-semilattice follows from the property M axiom for coherent 
algebraic domains.) 
Proposition 2.4.3 (Gunter [28, Lemma 4.181). Suppose X, Y are subsets of a 
poset P. Then Y is a complete set of upper bounds for X iff 
(2.3) 
Moreover, if Y is finite and (2.3) holds, then it contains a complete set of minimal 
upper bounds for X. 
Proof. (+) If d E nEX t(x), then d E UB(X), and so for some y E Y, y Cd, and 
d E IJyEY t(y). If d 7y, y E Y, then d is an upper bound for X, hence 
d e f-k t(x). 
(+) Firstly, U,,YRY) c_ nXEX ‘?( ) x im ~1 ies Y s UB(X), while the converse 
inclusion implies that Y contains a complete set of upper bounds for X. If Y is 
finite, it must contain a complete minimal subset, which will be a complete set of 
minimal upper bounds for X. 0 
The significance of this proposition is that it shows how to turn the MUB 
axioms for coherent algebraic and SFP domains into logical axioms about their 
lattices of compact-open subsets. It also shows how to translate the description of 
A(u) in Proposition 2.2.5 into an appropriate axiom in our logical treatment of 
function spaces. 
Definition 2.4.4 (Gunter [28, Theorem 4.191). We say that a subset X c A of a 
lattice is quasi-conjunctively closed if for every u c_f x, for some u sf X, 
Au=Vv. 
X is a quasi-conjunctive closure of Y, X, Y z A, if YE X and X 
conjunctively closed. 
The following result gives a purely lattice-theoretic description 
distributive lattices which arise as the compact opens of SFP domains. 
is quasi- 
of those 
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Theorem 2.4.5. Let A be a countable distributive lattice. Spec(A) i.r a coherent 
algebraic domain in its Scott topology iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) L E cpr(A), 
(2) Vu EA 3b1,. . . , b, E cpr(A) a = Vy=, bi. 
Moreover, Spec(A) ti SFP iff it also satisfies: 
(3) Vu Ef cpr(A) 3v Ef cpr(A) u 5 v & v is quasi-conjunctively closed. 
Of these, (1) ensures the existence of a bottom point, and (2) says ‘there are 
enough coprimes’. Condition (3) translates the SFP property of finite MUB- 
closure into finite quasi-conjunctive closure as indicated by Proposition 2.4.3. 
Proof. We shall show that Spec(A) is an algebraic domain under the specialisa- 
tion ordering (which, taking filters concretely as subsets of A, is just subset 
inclusion); and moreover that the Scott topology on this domain is precisely 
Q(Spec(A)). Th e remainder of the theorem then follows from [28, Theorem 
4.191. 
Consider the poset P = (Spec(A), G). It is easily verified that prime filters are 
closed under directed unions, so P is a dcpo. Moreover, for each coprime a E A, 
the principal filter tA(a) is prime (justifying our terminology, since t(e) is 
contravariant), and hence in Spec(A). It follows from our description of directed 
joins that each such principal filter is a finite element of P; in particular, since lA 
is coprime, f(l,J is a bottom element for P. Denote the set of all such prime 
principal filters by B. Now given x E Spec(A), consider S = B rl J&). Firstly, S 
is directed: Given t(a), T(b) ES, we have a A b = Vie, ci for some finite 
disjunction of coprimes ci. Now 
?(a), f(b) EX + a, b EX 
3 aAbex (x is a filter) 
* 3iEZCiEX (x is prime) 
and Ci s Vialci=a A bsa, b, SO t(a) s t(Ci) 2 f(b). Also, x = US, since given 
a E x, a = VieI ai with ai coprime, and SO since x is prime, for some i, ai E x, and 
a E t(ai) E S. Thus B is a basis for P. It follows that all finite elements of P are in 
B, since given finite x E P, x = U S, where S = B f~ J(x); since x is finite, x c t(a) 
for some t(a) E S; but t(a) E x, and so x = f(a). 
We now show that B(Spec(A)) = a(P), the Scott topology on P. We know that 
basic open sets in o(P) have the form tP(tA(a)), for coprime a EA; but clearly 
?(a) c-x-a E X, and so tP(fA(a)> is the basic open set U, in B(Spec(A)). 
Conversely, given a basic open set 17, in Q(Spec(A)), we have a = Vislai, ai 
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coprime, and 
u, = &,i.,oi = I?, ~a, =I?, T~(Tx&ih 
and so each U, is in a(P). Thus the two topologies coincide. 0 
3. Domain pre-locales 
3.1. Introduction 
In this section, we lay some of the foundations for the domain logic to be 
presented in Section 4. In Section 3.2, a category of domain prelocales (coherent 
propositional theories) and approximable mappings is defined, and proved 
equivalent to SFP. This is the category in which, implicitly, all the work of 
Section 4 is set. In Section 3.3, following the ideas of a number of authors, 
particularly Larsen and Winskel [45], a large cpo of domain prelocales is defined, 
and used to reduce the solution of domain equations to taking least fixpoints of 
continuous functions over this cpo. In Section 3.4, a number of type constructions 
are defined as operations over domain prelocales. We prove in detail that these 
operations are naturally isomorphic to the corresponding constructions on 
domains. In Section 3.5 a semantics for a language of recursive type expressions is 
given, in which each type is interpreted as a logical theory. This is related to a 
standard semantics in which types denote domains by showing that for each type 
its interpretation in the logical semantics is the Stone dual of its denotation in the 
standard semantics. 
Important notational convention. Throughout this section and the next, we shall 
use Z, J, K, L to range over finite index sets. 
3.2. A category of pre-locales 
Definition 3.2.1. A coherent algebraic prelocale is a structure 
A = (I4 > sA, =A, OA, VA, lA, /\A, cA~ TA)P 
where 
l IAl is a countable set, the carrier, 
l <A, =A are binary relations over IA 1, 
l oA, IA are COnStants, i.e., ekments Of IAI, 
l VA) A,_, are binary operations over [AI, 
l C,., , TA are unitary predicates on IA( (notation: C(A) = {a E IA(: C,(a)}), 
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subject to the following axioms (subscripts omitted): 
a6.b bsc ash bsa a=b 
a s a, 
asc ’ a=b ’ ash bsa’ 
OSa, 
USC bsc 
avbsc ’ 
a<avb, bsavb, 
a s 1, 
ash asc 
a<bAc ’ 
aAbsA, aAbsb, 
a A (b v c) s (a A b) v (a A c), 
C(a) a=b 
C(b) ’ 
C(l), 
C(a)&as’$bi] + 3iEZaSbi, 
Vu E IA( 3bI,. . . , bn E C(A) a =A igl bi, 
T(a) bsa T(q) (i E Z) {T(ai)Ii,, 
T(b) ’ T(/l\ie, ai) ’ T(Vie, ai) ’ 
T(a) e l(U=,~l). 
A is an SFP prelocale if it also satisfies: 
Vu~~C(A)3v~‘C(A)u~v&[Vw~v3zg~/\w=Vz]. 
21 
(dl) 
(d2) 
Cd31 
(d4) 
(PI) 
(Pa 
(P3) 
(t1) 
(t2) 
(P4 
These notions arise naturally from Theorem 2.4.5. We are axiomatizing 
pre-orders rather than partial orders to capture the notion of a logical theory, in 
which we have syntactically distinct but logically equivalent formulae. Evidently, 
the quotient structure (‘Lindenbaum algebra’) 
A = ([AI/ =A, </,/=A) 
is a distributive lattice, with meet and join given by A/=A, v/c,. As we saw in 
Theorem 2.4.5, the coprimes play a crucial role in coherent algebraic prelocales, 
and we make them part of the structure. The T predicate is used to facilitate 
working with bottom elements; its role will not become apparent until we 
introduce the coalesced sum construction. 
Note that our axiomatisation is not elementary (first-order); in particular, 
(p2)-(~4) use quantification over finite subsets of (Al (i.e. “weak second-order 
logic” in the terminology of [12]). Th is is in fact inevitable; the results of [29] can 
be adapted to show that the lattices of compact-open subsets arising from SFP 
domains are not first-order definable. 
Proposition 3.2.2. Let A be a coherent algebraic prelocale, a E IAl. Then 
VurfIA]a+/u I$ 3bEuaab j C,(a). 1 
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Proof. By (p3), a =A VieI bi (CA(bi)? i E I). Under the hypothesis on a, a 6 bi for 
some i E Z, and also bi 6 U. Thus u =A bi and CA(bi), SO by (pl), CA(U), as 
required. Cl 
This proposition shows that he C predicate captures exactly the ‘semantic’ 
notion of coprimeness. 
We now introduce a notion of morphism for domain prelocales, based on 
Scott’s upproximuble mappings [75,76]. 
Definition 3.2.3. Let A, B, be domain prelocales. An upproximuble mapping 
R : A + B is a relation R E IA 1 x 1 B 1 satisfying 
[ViEZuRb,] + aR/Jbiy W) 
[ViEZujRb] + ,yuiRb, G-2) 
usu’Rb’sb j uRb, (r3) 
C,(U)&URV~, + SEZaRb,. 
icl 
W) 
Approximable mappings are closed under relational composition. We verify the 
least trivial closure condition (r4). Suppose R :A+ B, S : B+ C, C,(a) and 
a(R; S) Vjezcj. For some b E IBI, u R b and b S Vi.Jcj. by (p3), 
b =B iyI bi (CA(bi), i E Z). 
By (r4), u R bi for some i E I; and by (r3), bi S VjeJcj. By (r4) again, bi S cj for 
some i E J. Hence a(R ; S)Cj, as required. 
Identities with respect to this composition are given by 
uid,b=uS,b. 
Hence we can define a category DPL (domain prelocales) of SFP pre-locales and 
approximable mappings. 
Definition 3.2.4. A pre-isomorphism Q, :A = B of domain prelocales is a surjec- 
tive function 
Q, : I4 + 1% 
satisfying 
Va,bEIAluGAb e q(a)c,(p(b). 
Proposition 3.2.5. Zf Q, :A = B is a pre-isomorphism, the relation 
aR,b=q(a)G,b 
is an isomorphism in DPL. 
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Theorem 3.2.6. DPL is equivalent to SFP. 
Proof. We define functors 
F:SFP+DPL, G : DPL + SFP 
as follows: 
F(D) = (KG(D), E, =, 0, u D, n, {T(b): b E V)), KQ(D)\{T&,))), 
i.e., the distributive lattice of compact-open subsets of D, with the expected 
interpretations of coprimeness and termination. 
F(f) = RfJ 
where 
a Rf b = a &f-‘(b). 
The verification that F is well-defined on objects is routine in the light of 
Theorem 2.4.5. To verify (r4) for Rf, note that, for u E X(D): 
T(u)~f-l(ybi) * UEf-l(ybi) * f(U)Exbi 
e 3i E Zf (u) E bi e 3 E Z T(U) E f -‘(bi). 
Next, we define 
G(A) -a, 
where a is the set of prime filters of A, i.e., sets x G IAl closed under finite 
conjunction and entailment and satisfying 
!UiEX j 3iEZUiEX. 
_.d is a partial order under set inclusion; or, equivalently, (via the specialisation 
order) a topological space with basic opens 
U,={xE,d:aEx} (acIA1). 
Note that, with either structure, 
A = Spec(A). 
Finally, we define 
G(R) =fR> 
where 
fR(x)={b:3aExaRb}. 
Well-definedness of G on objects again follows directly from Theorem 2.4.5. The 
fact that fR(x) is a filter follows from (rl) and (r3). To verify that fR(x) is prime, 
suppose Vi,=, bj ERR. For some a E X, a R Vj,cc bj. By (p3), a =A Vielai 
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(CA(ai), i E I). Since x is prime, Ui E x for some i E I. By (r3), ai R Vi.1 bj; by (r4), 
ai R bj for some i EJ; so bj l f~(x), as required. Directed joins in B are just 
unions, so continuity of fR(x) is trivial. 
The remainder of the verification that F and G are functors is routine. 
We now define natural transformations 
r,~ : Z,,+ GF, E : Z,,,+ FG, 
@(d) = {U E K&-2(D): d E U}, EA = R,, 
where QIA : A = KQ(~) is the pre-isomorphism defined by 
qA(u) = {x E a: a E x}. 
Note that q, E are the natural isomorphisms in the Stone duality for distributive 
lattices. This shows that the components of q, E are isomorphisms, while 
naturality is easily checked to extend to our setting. 
Altogether, we have shown that 
(F, G, 7, E) : SFP = DPL 
is an equivalence of categories. 0 
3.3. A cpo of pre-locales 
In this section, we follow the ideas of Larsen and Winskel [45], and define a 
(large) cpo of domain pre-locales, in such a way that type constructions can be 
represented as continuous functions over this cpo, and the process of solving 
recursive domain equations reduced to taking least fixed points of such functions. 
Definition 3.3.1. Let A, B be domain prelocales. Then we define A c B iff 
l IAIs PI, 
l (I4 0~ VA, IA, AA) is a subalgebra of (PI, OS, vB, lg, A~), 
Although this inclusion relation is simple, it is too weak, and has only been 
introduced for organisational purposes. What we need is the following definition. 
Definition 3.3.2. A 9 B iff 
ACB, 61) 
sA = sB n IAl*, (9 
CA=TB~IAI, 63) 
TA = W-MII. 64) 
Note that this is just the usual notion of submodef (cf., e.g., [15]). 
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Proposition 3.3.3. The class of domain prelocales under Q is an w-chain 
complete partial order. 
Proof. The verification that e is a partial order is routine. Let {A,} be a 
Q -chain. Set 
A, = IJ IA,,l, LJ sA., . . . etc. . 
( nEoJ PIElI > 
We check that A, is a well-defined domain prelocale, for in that case it is clearly 
the least upper bound of the chain. We verify (~3) for illustration. 
Given a E (A,/, for some n, a E IA,,(, hence 
a =A. z\r: ai (cA.(aih i E I)- 
Clearly a =A, ViEr a,; furthermore, C(A,) E C(A,), hence for all i E 1, CA_(ai), as 
required. Cl 
Recall that a cpo [61] is an w-chain complete partial order with a least element. 
The class of domain prelocales is not a cpo under Q ; it does not have a least 
element. However, we can easily remedy this deficiency. 
Definition 3.3.4. 1 is the domain prelocale defined as follows. The carrier 111 is 
defined inductively by 
l t,f E Ill, 
l a, b E 111 +a A b, a v b E 11). 
The operations are defined ‘freely’ in the obvious way: 
01 =f, lr=t, avIb=avb, aA,b=aAb. 
Finally, <r, =1, C1, Tr are defined inductively as the least relations satisfying 
(dl)-(d4), (pl) and (tl). It is easy to see that i is the two-point lattice, Cr = {t}, 
Tr = {f } ; hence 1 is a domain prelocale. 
Now let DPLl be the class of domain prelocales A such that 1 GA. Clearly 
DPLl is still chain-complete. Thus we have the next proposition. 
Proposition 3.3.5. DPLl in a large cpo with least element 1. 
DPLl also determines a full subcategory of DPL. To see that we are not losing 
anything in passing from DPL to DPLl, we note the next result. 
Proposition 3.3.6. DPLl h equivalent to DPL. 
We now relate this partial order of prelocales to the embeddings used in the 
standard category-theoretic treatment of the solution of domain equations [Ml]. 
(See Section 2 for definitions.) 
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Proposition 3.3.7. Zf A Q B, then e : a --, b is an embedding, where 
e :x - f&z): 
(A, fi are dej%ed as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.6). 
Proof. We define p : B + d by 
P(Y) =Y ” IAl. 
Since A is a sublattice of B, p is well defined and continuous (it is the surjection 
corresponding under Stone duality to the inclusion of A in B). The argument that 
e is well defined is similar to that for fR in the proof of Theorem 3.2.6. Moreover, 
p Oe(x) = ?B(x) n IAl =x9 
e Op(y) = ?B(Y n IAl) c ~B(Y) = Y. 
Finally, e preserves all joins since it is a left adjoint; in particular, it is 
continuous. Cl 
Now given a (unary) type construction T, we will seek to represent it as a 
function 
fT : DPLl+ DPLl, 
which is a -monotonic and chain continuous. We can then construct the initial 
solution of the domain equation 
D = T(D) 
as the least lixpoint of the function fT, given in the usual way as 
u f !iW). 
new 
More generally, we can consider systems of domain equations by using powers 
of DPLl; while T can be built up by composition from various primitive 
operations. As long as each basic type construction is Q -monotonic and 
continuous, this approach will work. 
The task of verifying continuity is eased by the following observation, adapted 
from [4.5]. 
Proposition 3.3.8. Suppose f : DPLl --* DPLl is B -monotonic and continuous on 
carriers, i.e. given a chain {A,},,,, 
lf(yUAn)I =nC(,If(AA 
then f is continuous. 
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Proof. Firstly, note that A s B and IAl = (BJ implies A = B. Now given a chain 
{A,}, let 
B = U f(AJ, 
n 
C-+A.). 
n 
By monotonicity of f, B a C, while by continuity on carriers, (B( = ICI. Hence 
B = C, and f is continuous. Cl 
3.4. Constructions 
In this section, we fill in the programme outlined in the previous section by 
defining a number of type constructions as G -monotonic ‘and continuous 
functions over DPLl. These definitions will follow a common pattern. We take a 
binary type construction T(A, B) for illustration. Specific to each such construc- 
tion will be a set of generators G(T(A, B)). Then the carrier IT(A, B)) is defined 
inductively by 
l G(T(A B)) L IT@, B)I, 
l t,f E IW, WI, 
l a, b E lT(A, B)I+ a A 6, a v b E IT(A, B)I. 
The operations 0, 1, A, v are then defined ‘freely’ in the obvious way, i.e., 
%(A$) =f, a VT(A,B) lJ = a v b, lT(A.B) = t, aAT(A,Bjb=aAb. 
Finally, the relations 6T(A,BJ, =T(A,B), CT(A,Bj, TT(A,Bj are defined inductively as 
the least satisfying (dl)-(d4), (pl) and (tl), plus specific axioms on the 
generators. (Note that our definition of 1 in the previous section is the special 
case of this scheme where the set of generators is empty.) 
It will follow from our general scheme of definition and the way that the 
generators are defined that the following points are immediate, for A, A’, B, B’ 
in DPLl with A eA’ and BS B’: 
l T(A, B) satisfies (dl)-(d4), (pl) and (tl), 
l 1 Q T(A, B), 
l T(A, B) C T(A’, B’), 
l T is continuous on carriers. 
We are left to focus our attention on proving that 
l T(A, B) satisfies (p2)-(~4) and (t2), 
l conditions (s2)-(~4) for T(A, B) 4 T(A’, B’) are satisfied. 
Our method of establishing this for each T is uniform, and goes via another 
essential verification, namely that T does indeed correspond to the intended 
construction over domains. We define a semantic function 
where FT is the functor over SPP corresponding to T, and show that l.]T(A,Bj is a 
(pre)isomorphism; and moreover natural with respect to the embeddings induced 
by Q . This allows us to read off the required ‘proof-theoretic’ facts about T from 
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the known ‘model-theoretic’ ones about FT. Moreover, we can derive ‘soundness 
and completeness’ theorems as byproducts. 
For each type of construction T, we prove the following sequence of results. 
Tl: Normal forms. 
Vu E IT(A, B)( 3bl,. . . , b, E WC% B)) a =T(A,B) 
T’k Soundness. For all a, b E (T(A, B)(: 
a <T(A,B$ +’ kdT(A,B) C @‘~T(A,ts), 
CT(A.B)(u) +’ 3b E WTGt 8) bdT(A.B) = f(b), 
TT(A,B)+) + -L F&J%, 4 b]lT(A.B)* 
T3: Coprime completeness. For all a, b E C(T(A, B)): 
iI4l T(A,B) E uT(A,B) + a <T(A,B) b, 
1 &,h) $ bnT(A,B) * TT(A.B)@ 
T4: Definability. 
VU E w&k @) 3U E I%% B)i bnT(A,B) = w>. 
T5: Natural@. Given A SA’, B=s B’ in DPLl, let el:a-*Ar, e,_:B+l?’ be the 
corresponding embedding. Given a E C(T(A, B)), let 
u4 T(A,B) = f(u), I[dT(A’,B’) = tw 
(U E ~(FT@, B)), IJ E X(FT(A’, B’))). 
(This is well-defined by (El).) Then: 
FT(el, e&u) = 21. 
All the desired properties of our constructions can easily be derived from these 
results. 
T6: Completeness. For a, b E 1 T(A, B)I: 
nun T(A.B) E I[b]JT(A.B) * Q sT(A.B)be 
Proof. By (Tl), 
u=T(A,B)y”i b=TcA,B),ybjp 
with ai, bi E C(T(A, B)), i E I, j E J. By (n), 
ball T(A, B) = 
TCA,B)’ 
ua T(A.B) 
TCA.B)’ 
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(by (d2)) 
+’ a %(A,B) b (by Cdl))- •I 
T7: Stone duality. T(A, B) is the Stone dual of&@, B), i.e. 
(i) &(a, 8) = C (C = T(A, B)), 
(ii) [‘]IT(A,B) : IT(A, B)I + Ka(&(a, fi)) is a pre-isomorphism. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are equivalent since SFP domains are coherent spaces. (ii) is an 
immediate consequence of (T2), (T4) and (T6). Cl 
Ill. T is a well defined, Q -monotonic and continuous operation on DPLl. 
Proof. T(A, B) is an SFP prelocale by (T7), since KO(F,(& B)) is. Given 
A 9 A’, B G B’, with corresponding embeddings e,, e,, we must verify (s2)-(~4) 
to show that T(A, B) < T(A’, B’). 
To verify (s2), it is sufficient to show that for Q, b E C(T(A, B)): 
a sqA,,B,) b + a %(A,B) b. 
Let 
~a~T(A’,i3’) = TW 
BY (‘W, 
a’ = &(el, e&u), u’ = MeI, eJ(fJ). 
Now U +-(A’,B’) b implies V’ Gu’; since embeddings are order-reflecting, this 
implies v 5u, and hence a sT(A,B) b. 
To verify (s3), we use (~2) and Proposition 3.2.2. Finally, to verify (~4) we use 
(t2). 
By the remarks at the beginning of the section, the proof is now complete. Cl 
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T!I. With notation us in (T5), let C = T(A, B), C’ = T(A’, B’), and e be the 
embedding induced by T(A, B) 9 T(A’, B’) (this is well-defined by (T8)). By 
(T4), we have isomorphisms 
c = KQ(F,(A, B)), C’ = KB(F,(A, B’)), 
which are carried under the functor G of Theorem 3.2.6 into isomorphisms 
C = Spec(KQ(&(A, B))), C’ = Spec(KSZ(F,(A, B))). 
Moreover, by Stone duality we have isomorphisms 
Spec(KSZ(&(A, B))) = F&A, B), Spec(KQ(F,(A’, B’))) = &(A’, B’). 
Composition yields isomorphisms 
These isomorphisms are natural in A and B: 
FT(e17 e2)” %(A,B) = ?+(A’,B’)” e. (3.1) 
Proof. It suffices to show that the two functions agree on finite elements of c. 
These have the form tc(a), CT(A,B)(a). Let 
bb(A,B) = t(u), bhgl’,B’) = T(v) 
(u E q&(A m, v E .x(F,(A’, II’))). 
Then qT(A,B)(Tc(c)) = U, ~T(A*,B,)(TC,(II)) = V, and (3.1) follows from (T5). 0 
Notation. Given a domain prelocale A, we write 
[.h : IA I- KQ(ii) 
for the pre-isomorphism qA defined in the proof of Theorem 3.2.6. 
Definition 3.4.1. The function space construction A +- B. 
(i) The generators: 
G(A+=B)={( a-, b): a E IA(, b E IBI}. 
This fixes IA + B I according to the general scheme described above. 
(ii) The relations <A-g, =A+B, CA-B, Ta_,B are then defined inductively by 
the following axioms and rules in addition to (dl)-(d4), (pl) and (tl) (subscripts 
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omitted): 
(+-A) 
(+ - v - L) 
(-+ - v - R) 
(4 - S) 
(C-d) 
(T-d) 
C*(a) 
(a -+ VieI bi) = Vi&+ bi) ’ 
a’sa, bsb’ 
(a+b)<(a’+b’)’ 
{CA(ai)>i,l {Ce(bi)li,l 
VJ~Z3KEZ[l\i.rai=AVkeKakdi[V~(jEJ,kEKbk~Bbj]] 
C(/L(ai 4 bi)) 
C,_,(a’) a’ <a T,(b) 
T(a-,b) * 
(iii) The semantic function 
[.h_B: (A+- B(+ KG!@-+ 81) 
is defined by 
where for spaces X, Y and subsets U E K&I(X), V E KQ(Y), 
(17, V) = {f:X- Y If continuous, f(U) E V} 
is a sub-basic open set in the compact-open topology. (The calculations needed to 
show that [(a-t b)h-,B is compact can be found in the proofs of the following 
propositions.) The further clauses 
will apply to all type constructions. 
We will now establish that the function space construction satisfies (Tl)-(T5) in 
a sequence of propositions. 
Proposition 3.4.2 (Tl). 
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Proof. Using the distributive lattice laws, u can be put in the form 
il ,b, (% + bij) 
By (p3), each Uij is equal to 
v ck 
ksK, 
(cA(ck), k E Kij), 
and each bij is equal to 
Now 
v ck+’ v dl 
keKi, ld.ij > > 
C-v (+ - v - L)) 
=A-+B /i v (C/c-+dr) WC-+--v--W). 
ksK, lsLii 
Using the distributive lattice laws again, we obtain a disjunction of terms of the 
form 
i?, (Ui+ bd (CA(~, CB(bi), i E 0 (3.2) 
We are only prevented from inferring C A-,B for such an expression by failure of 
the final premise of the rule (C - +): 
VJ~Z~KGZ Auj=A V ak&[VjEJ, kEKbkcBbj] . 
jaJ keK 1 (3.3) 
We shall give an algorithm for progressively removing failures of (3.3). At each 
stage k, we have a disjunction ok of terms of the form (3.2). If (3.3) does not fail 
for any of these terms, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, we select a disjunct 
(3.2) of &, and J c Z, such that (3.3) fails, and replace the disjunct by c = VIE= cl 
such that 
(3.4) 
to form ok+,. When the algorithm terminates, we have the required normal form. 
Thus we have to do two things: 
(1) specify c (given a term (3.2) and J c Z as above), and verify (3.4), 
(2) prove termination. 
(I) Firstly, we have r\jcJUj=AV,,,$fdm, for some {dm}meM with cA(dm) 
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(n E M). Similarly, AjEJ bj cB VnEN en. NOW, 
~(ai-bi)=?,(ai-bi)h~(~ajjbj) 
= 6 (ai+ bi) * (,$aj+ A bj) 
je/ 
=~(ai+bi) h (m~Mdm’n~Nen) 
=/J(ai+bi)A A (d,* V en) meM IlEN 
= i?, (ai + bi) A m’J..M nyN t&t * en> 
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(4 - s) 
(+- A) 
(+ - c) 
(-+ - v - L) 
(+ - v - R) 
(distributive laws). 
We take the final term in this derivation as c to form &+i. 
(2) To prove termination, we firstly assign a measure IIf to ‘states’ of the 
algorithm as follows: llf911 =( n, m), where n is the minimum number of distinct 
conjuncts in any disjunct (3.2) of 8 which does not satisfy (3.3), and m is the 
number of disjuncts attaining this minimum. (If there are no such disjuncts, then 
we are in a final state). We order w x m by 
Clearly > is irreflexive and transitive. Next, we note that, if the term (3.2) is 
chosen minimal in forming &+i, then 
since each cl in c has a greater number of conjuncts than the formula (3.2) it is 
replacing, as M must be nonempty if .I s I violates (3.3). It follows that states are 
never repeated as we execute the algorithm. 
We complete the argument by showing that the algorithm can be executed in 
such a way that the possible state-space for a given initial state 8,, is finite. Given 
the set G of all generators (a+ b) occurring in disjuncts (3.2) of 00, let U be the 
set of all a with (a-+ b) E G, and V the set of all b with (a+ b) E G. Since A and 
B are SFP prelocales, by (~4) we can find finite quasi-conjunctive closures 
17’ 1 U, V’ 2 V. The states f3, can then be constructed as disjunctions of 
conjunctions of generators (a+ b) with a E U’ and b E V’. Cl 
It may be noted that the last step in this proof is the only place where the SFP 
property (~4) is used. The SFP axiom has always been hard to justify 
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conceptually, and its rather natural appearance in the termination argument of a 
normal-form algorithm yields a novel perspective on it. (Note that the algorithm 
makes sense, and the partial correctness argument (1) is valid, for coherent 
algebraic prolocales). 
Proposition 3.4.3 (T2). For all a, b E (A+ BI: 
u ~A-4 b 3 MA-4 G nbllA43, 
C/w(u) + 3b E x(a + B) IIulL~ = t(b), 
T,-,(u) + la-~ $ UuLw. 
Proof. [-h_B preserves meets and joins by definition, and (dl)-(d4), (tl), (pl) 
are valid in any coherent algebraic prelocale. (C - --, ) is sound by Proposition 
2.2.5. Moreover, given any spaces X, Y and subsets U E X, V G Y, 
U’ G u, v G V’ j (U, V) c (U’, V’), 
are simple set-theoretic alculations which validate (+= - s), (+ - A) and 
(+ - v - L). Next, suppose C,(u). Then [ah = l(u) with u E %@), and 
[(+bi)],,= (T&h ;UbiLi) 
= {f : f(u) E !& nba~} (by monotoni+ 
and so (+ - v - R) is sound. Finally, assume the premises of (T - +). Then 
[anA f 0, .L $ Ublh and so J-A-B 4 [(a+ b)lL-+ 0 
Proposition 3.4.4 (T3). For cdl a, b E C(A + B): 
lk&A,~ c UblL + a sA43 6, 
l&d $ bd-ws + TA-B@). 
Proof. By induction on the proofs that C,_,,(U), C,,,(b). The nontrivial case is 
when these are inferred by (C - +), with u E l\i&Ui+ bi), b G Aj., (Uj+ bj). 
Let [aih = T(ui), [bills = T(ui), [ujh = T(uj), Bills = T(vj)* LA u= {(ui, vi):i E 
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I}, ZJ = {(pi, Vi): i EJ}. NOW 
lbIL+B s II~IIA-B * bl c bl 
~ ~~‘j~J3iEZUiCUj&~jiCi 
~Vj’jJJiEZaj~,a,&bi~,bj 
3 VjEJ3iEZ(ai +bi) cA--tB(aj--*bj) (by (+ - s)) 
+ asA+,b (by (d3)). 
Again, 
l_&+B $ [aaDA+ 3 3 eZ~~$Ubills + TA-+B(a) 
by (T - +) and (T - A); the first two premises of (T - 4) are trivially verified, 
since CA(ai) by assumption. 0 
Proposition 3.4.5 (T4). Vu E %([A-* A]) 3a E (A- B( [ah_B = t(u). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2.4, finite elements of [a+ B] have the form ]u], 
where u = {(Ui, Vi): i E Z}. There are ai E IAI, bi E IBI with [aiDA = t(ui), Ubins = 
t(vi), i E I. NOW 
Proposition 3.4.6 (T5). Given A aA’, BQ B’, let e,:a+a’, e,:B+B’ be the 
corresponding embeddings. Given a E C(A+ B), let I[ah-,B = l(u), [uJL_+_,~ =
t(u). Then 
(eI+ e2)(u) = v. 
Proof. By induction on the proof that C &B(a). The nontrivial case is when 
u G l\i,zt (ui + bi), and CA-B (a) is inferred by (C - +). Let [aih = t(Ui), [bins = 
?(vi), Ud_4,= T(Ui'), UbillB*= ?(vi), i E I. Note that el(ui) = uf, e2(vi) = vl, i E I. 
Now 
(er+ e&u) = U (er(ui)Lez(ui)) (Proposition 2.2.6) 
id 
To illustrate the uniformity in our treatment of all the type constructions, we 
shall deal with two more: the Plotkin powerdomain, and the coalesced sum. 
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Definition 3.4.7. The Plotkin powerdomain 9(A). 
(i) The generators: 
G(B(A)) = {Oa: a E IAI} U {Oa: a E IAl}. 
(ii) Axioms in addition to (dl)-(d4), (pl) and (tl): 
Co- 4 Vp=/JW 
(0-V) O~Qi=~OG 
(O-v) tl(avb)~OavOb, 
(0-A) q laAObSO(aAb), 
(O-O) q o=o. 
Rules: 
(0-s) 
ash 
q la<Clb’ 
(’ - ’ - O) 
{CA(ai)lid (I# 0) 
C(CI Visi Ui A r\isl OUi) ’ 
T&r) (T-0) - 
T( q la) ’ (T - ‘) 
TN 
T(Oa) . 
(iii) The semantic function: 
U%P~A, : IS( --, kQP@)), 
UW19~A~ = is E S(4: S c lbL>, UOalg~,~={S~~(~):Sn~a~#O}. 
(The further clauses are the standard ones described in the definition of function 
space. )
The following equations can be derived from the above axiomatisation: 
(0-l) Ol=L 
(Dl) q (a v b) = q la v @(a v b) A Ob), 
032) q aAb=OaAO(aAb). 
Proposition 3.4.8 (Tl). (3a E Ip(A)I 3bl, . . . , b, E C(B(A)) a =OcAj Vyzl bi. 
Proof. In order to keep the notation bearable, we shall omit subscripts, writing 
e.g., V {a). 
We can use the distributive lattice laws to put a in the form 
V (A {aa> A A {Ob))- 
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Applying (Cl - A) and (~3) to each sub-expression A {Cla}, we obtain: 
where each c is coprime; applying (~3) to each b, then (0 - v) and the 
distributive laws, we obtain 
v PV {c> A A {Od)), (3.5) 
where each c, d is coprime. We now aim to transform (3.5) into an equivalent 
expression of the same form satisfying, for each disjunct 
0 v {cl A A (04. (3.6) 
(1) For each c, for some d, d GA c. 
(2) For each d, for some c, d cA c. 
(Note the resemblance to the Egli-Milner ordering.) Our strategy is to use the 
derived equations (Dl), (D2) to remove failures of (1) and (2), respectively. 
Firstly, we show that (3.5) can be transformed into an equivalent expression 
satisfying (l), by induction on (n, m), where 
l n is the maximum number of c occurring in some disjunct (3.6) such that there 
is no d with d s,_, c, 
l m is the number of disjuncts attaining this maximum. 
If n = 0, (3.5) satisfies (1). Otherwise, choose such a c in one of the maximal 
disjuncts (3.6). We can apply (Dl) to q (V {c’} v c) to obtain 
0 v {c’> V [ q ( v {c’> v c) A @I. (3.7) 
We can then use the distributive laws to obtain a formula of the form (3.5) to 
which the induction hypothesis can be applied, since the first disjunct in (3.7) has 
jettisoned c, while the second evidently contains a Od such that d 6, c, namely 
oc. 
Now we remove failures of (2). We argue by induction in the same way as for 
the previous step. Suppose we are given a d in a disjunct (3.6) such that there is 
no c with d ca c. Using (D2), we obtain 
q v {cl A O[d A v (C)l A l\{Od’)- (3.8) 
By the distributive law and (~3) d A V{c} = V {V {e}}, where each e is 
coprime. Applying (0 - v ) and the distributive law again, we replace (3.6) by a 
disjunction of formulae 
0 V {c> A Oe A A (00 
to obtain a new expression 8 of the form (3.5). Since e c V {e} = d A c =z c for 
some c, we can apply the induction hypothesis to 8. 
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At this point, we have 
u=9’(A) v 1°v lc) * A {od)), 
where each c, d is coprime, and each disjunct satisfies (1) and (2). Next we show 
that, under these conditions:. 
v QJV {cl * A {04)= v P(V {c> ” v (4) A (A{Oc> * A {04)). (3.9) 
By (1) and (0 - Q 
A (04 = A {Ocl A NO4. 
BY (3 V 14 = V {c> ” V (4; hence, by (0 - +, 
0 v {c> = q (V {c> ” v {4)* 
Combining these two equations yields (3.9). 
We now have a =*(A) 8, where 8 is a disjunction of terms of the form 
W {e> * A {Oeh (3.10) 
where each e is coprime. Such a term is coprime by (C - Cl - O), unless the 
disjunction V {e} is empty. In this case, we can use (0 - 0) to delete (3.10) from 
8; having deleted all such empty disjuncts, we finally obtain the required normal 
form. 0 
Proposition 3.4.9 (T2). For all a, b E ) P(A)1 : 
u%‘(A) b 3 bb(A) C_ I[%yA), 
&‘(A,@) + 3b E x(9(& b&‘(A) = T(b), 
T,(,)W + 1 P(A) 4 [I&P(A). 
Proof. We give two cases for illustration. To validate (C - Cl - O), consider 
{u,}~~~ with CA(U~), i E Z # 0. Let [uih = t(uj), i E I. Then 
SE q VUiA/\Ui 
I[ id iel II 
s(A) e SE~T(Ui)&viEzSnT(vi)zO 
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Note that (0 - 0) is valid because the empty set is excluded from S(a). (In 
fact, dropping (0 - 0) and removing the side-condition Z # B in (C - 0 - 0) 
corresponds exactly to retaining the empty set. For further discussion, see [3].) 
Proposition 3.4.10 (T3). For all a, b E C(P(A)): 
k&4, E ~&‘(A) + u %'(A) b- 
Proof. By induction on the proofs of C 9(A)(a), C,,,(b). The nontrivial case is 
when these are both inferred by (C - 0 - O), with u = 0 Viezai A A\ipl Ohi, 
b = q Vi., bj A AjEJ Obj. In this case, let [Uih = T(ui), [bjL = T(uj), i E I, j E J. 
Then 
3 ,?, o”i s O(A) A Obj & ‘JyI ui <B(A) q ,y, bj 
jeJ 
Proposition 3.4.11 (T4). For all u E X(9(a), for some a E Ig(A)I: 
k%(A)= T<d. 
Proof. A finite element u has the form Con({ui}i,,), with ui E X(a). Take 
U, E JA( with [aih = T(ui), i E I. Then 
n o V ui h ?, O"i II = T(u), id S’(A) 
as required. q 
Proposition 3.4.12 (TS). Let A a B, with e : a + l? the corresponding projection. 
For a E C(LP(A)), with kdOCAj= T(4, b]lyP(~) = T(v), 
P(e)(u)= v. 
Proof. By induction on the proof that C 9(&a). The nontrivial case is when this 
is inferred by (C - 0 - O), with u = q i/is,ui A /ji,lOui. Let [aih = T<ui>, 
Uu& = T(q) (i E Z). Then we have 
e(Ui) = Vi (i E I), U = COIl({Ui}), 21 =COIl({Vi}). 
NOW 9(e)(u) = Con({e(t+)}) = Con({ui}) = V. 0 
Definition 3.4.W. The coalesced sum. 
(i) The generators: 
G(A 43 B) = {(a @f): a E IAI} U {(f CB 6): b E IBI}. 
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(ii) Axioms: 
(@-A) 
(e-v) 
Rules: 
(c-e) 
(T-e) 
(@--#) 
(e--q 
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G(a) Ctdb) 
C(a @f 1’ C(f @b) ’ 
TA@) T&l 
T(a @f) ’ T(f @b)’ 
TA(a) T,(b) 
(a G3 f) A (f tl3 b) = 0 ’ 
JJ(f @ai)=(f @/Jai)9 
x (f @ai) = (f 63 y%)- 
ash a6b 
(a@f)s@@f)’ (f @a)s(f @b)’ 
(iii) The semantic function: 
[.heB: IA @ BI-+ KSZ(ii @I?), 
[(a G3 f)heB = ((0, d): d e I[a]li, d # I} U {x E A @ B: I E [ah}, 
[(f @ b)a,, = ((1, d): d E [b]ls, d # I} U (x E ii @ b: I E [b]lB}. 
We shall only prove (Tl) for coalesced sum; the verification of the remaining 
properties should by now be a rather straightforward exercise for the reader. 
Proposition 3.4.14 (‘II). Vu E (A $ BI 3bl, . . . , b, E C(A @ B) a =AeB i/YE1 bi. 
Proof. We use the same notation for meets and joins as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.4.8. 
We can use the distributive lattice laws to put a in the form 
V {A {(a’ @f)> * A {(f @WI. 
Applying (Cl9 - A), we get an expression of the form 
V W @f) A (f @a”)>. 
Applying (~3) to each a” and b”, and then (@ - v) and the distributive laws, we 
get an expression of the form 
V {Cc @f 1 A (f @ 41, (3.11) 
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where each c, d is coprime. For each of the disjuncts e = (c @f) A (f CB d) of 
(3.11): 
l if TA(c) and TB(d), then by (Cl9 - #) we can delete e; 
l if c =,_, 1, then by (CB - A - L) we can replace e by (f C3 d); 
l if d =B 1, then by (CB - A - R) we can replace e by (c @f). 
The resulting expression has the form 
V {(c’ @f)> v V {(f @ 01, 
where each c’,d’ is coprime, as required. Cl 
3.5. Logical semantics of types 
We now build on the work of the previous sections to give a logical semantics 
for a language of type expressions, in which each type is interpreted as a 
propositional theory (domain prelocale). 
Syntax of type expressions 
We define a set of type expressions TExp by 
o::= OP(a,, . . . ) a,) (OP E 2,) ) t 1 ret t. a, 
where t ranges over a set of type variables TVar, u over type expressions, and 
x = {Z”>,,, is a ranked alphabet of type constructors. For each such constructor 
OP E Z,, we assume we have an operation opz:DPL1”+ DPLl which satisfies 
properties (Tl)-(T5) (and hence also (T6)-(To)) from the previous section with 
respect to a functor op9 : SFP” --, SFP. 
Logical semantics of type expressions 
We define a semantic function 
2 : TExp + LEnv + DPLl, 
where LEnv is the set of type environments 
TVar + DPLl 
as follows: 
=atb = Ph ,se([rec t. 0np = h(F) = kLll Fk(l), 
where F : DPLl+ DPLl is defined by 
F(A) = Jk’[u]lp[t -A]. 
We write 2%[unp for A, where A = 6pl[ul)p. 
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Denotational semantics of type expressions 
Similarly to the logical semantics, we define 
9 : TExp + DEnv + SFP, 
where DEnv = TVar+ SFP. In this semantics, each OP E Z, is interpreted by the 
corresponding functor 
op o : ( SFPE)” + SFPE, 
and ret t. cr as the initial fixed point of the endofunctor SFPE+ SFPE induced 
from t H a(t). Here SFPE is the category of SFP domains and embeddings. See 
[61, Chapter 51 and [56,80]. 
Theorem 3.5.1 (Stone duality). Let pL E LEnv, p. E DEnv sati.sfi: 
Vt E TVar KQ(p,t) = pLt. 
Then for any type expression a, 2?.s41[ajjpL is the Stone dual of 9[o]pD, i.e., 
(i) DUoll~n = Spec(~4010J7 
(ii) KS2(9d[[0npD) = zd[[onpL. 
Proof. Firstly, not that (i) and (ii) are equivalent, since SFP domains are 
coherent spaces. Thus it suffices to prove (i). 
It will be convenient to consider systems of simultaneous domain equations 
51= or(51, . * * 9 En), 
5,:= o,(51, . * * > En,), 
(3.12) 
where each a, is a type expression not containing any occurrences of rec. It is 
standard that any u E TExp is equivalent to a system of equations of this form, in 
the sense that the denotation of u is isomorphic to a component of the solution of 
such a system. Thus what we shall show is that a = D, where A is the solution of 
(3.12) in DPLl and D is the solution in SFP. To make this more precise, we need 
some definitions. 
Firstly, we define a diagram AD in (SFPE)” as follows: 
AD = (D,, fn)nsw, 
where 
DO= (19,...,19), 
D k+l = (ahbD[~ - &I7 . . . , abnbJD[~ - Dkh 
and fk:Dk+‘Dk+l is defined as follows: fO is the unique morphism given by 
initiality of DO in (SFPE)” ; 
fk+l = <~&%b% -fki? . . . , %&%b% -fki)? 
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where 9,,, gives the morphism part of the functor corresponding to u, and 
p$ = id,+ Now it is standard that the solution of (3.12) in SFP is given by 
lim AD. 
Similarly, we define a G! -chain {A,} in DPLl” by 
AO= (lz, . . . , lz), 
A k+l = @b,ll~~t~ *&I, . . . , =%TJIP% -&I), 
and we let AL be the diagram (&, ek) in (SFPE)“, where ek:&-,&+r is the 
tuple of embeddings 
ek,i:fL,i+&+~.i~ l=Zi<n, 
induced by Ak,i Q Ak+l,i. Now the solution of (3.12) in DPLl is given by 
A,=UAk= LIAk,l ,..., MA,,, . 
k ( k k > 
It is easily verified that the cone ~1: AL+&, with pk the embedding induced by 
Ak ,a A, is colimiting in (SFPE)“. Thus our task reduces to proving 
lim AL = lim AD, 
for which it suffices to construct a natural isomorphism Y : AL = AD. 
Wefk &=(a,,..., on) as the system of equations under consideration. For 
each?=(r,,..., z,), where each ti contains no occurrences of ret, and k E CO, 
we shall define: 
l objects Dr,k and morphisms 
fi,k: b,k + &,k+l 
in (SFPE)“; 
l objects A;,, in DPLl” and morphisms 
e-;,k:&,k-d;,k+l; 
l morphisms Y;,k:&k- &k: 
ft,0 is 
eZ,k+l 
D+,, = (lB, . . . , 19), Az,o= (lz, . . . , 19, 
&,k+l = @dlIdP”[&+‘Dz,k]> . . . , ~!bn~p”[&+‘D~,k]), 
Az.k+l = wblnPL[&A6,k], . . . , ~dPL[&+&,k]). 
the unique morphism given by initiality. 
fF,k+l = (%&l~pD[~ -f&k], . . . , %&dip”[~ -f&k]). 
is the embedding induced by 
&,k a&+1, 
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which holds since AG,,k~Aij,k+l by the usual argument. Y-,,~ is the unique 
isomorphism arising from i” = 19 
%,k+l = (%,,k+l, * * . > Yrn,k+l), 
where yr,k+l is defined by induction on t: 
v&k+1 = yq,k, l’,,&+l = jj=t = PDt, 
the isomorphism given in the hypothesis of the theorem. For t = 
OP(% . f. > %a), 
Vt;k+l = ~p%?,,k+l> . * * > %m,k+l)o %,k+lt 
where %.k+l :&&+I = 0p9(&,,k+l~ . . . , A B,,&+l) is the isomorphism given by 
property (To) for OP. 
Note that 
AD = (&,k, f&&)&em AL = (&,k, ‘%,&)&so7 
and so, defining v : AL-+ AD by v& = vg,&, it remains to verify that for all k: 
l v& is an isomorphism, 
’ v&+l”e&=f&ov&. 
We argue by induction on k. The basis follows from the fact that i” = 19, and the 
initiality of (19, . . . , la) in (SFPE)". For the inductive step, we assume: 
(i) vk = %,k is an isomorphism, 
(ii) vk+l’ek= v&k+loe~,k=fii,kov&,k=fkovk7 
and prove that for all t with no occurrences of ret, 
(iii) v,,&+l is an isomorphism, 
(iv) ~~,k+2°es.k+l =fT,k+lo vr,k+19 
(where (es,k+l7 . . . , es,k+l) = q, _. , a),k+l? and Similarly for fz,k+l). Taking r = 
q, 16 i s n in (iii) and (iv) then yields 
(v) v&+l = vC,&+i iS an isomorphism, 
(vi) vk+Z’ek+l= %,k+Z”e&k+l- o,k+l”%k+l- k+lovk+17 -f- -f 
as required. We prove (iii) and (iv) by induction on r. 
Case 1: r = &. In this case, (iii) just says that v,,& is an isomorphism, and (iv) 
that 
~o,.k+lo~ai,k =fo,,ko voi,kJ 
and we can use our outer induction hypothesis on k. 
Case 2: r = t. In this case, t denotes a constant functor, and 
f r,k+l = id Dz.r+~’ e r,k+l = ida,,,,, vr,k+l = v,,k+2 = (p=t = p”t), 
so (iii) and (iv) hold trivially. 
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Cuse3: r=oP(e,,..., 0,). Applying our inner induction hypothesis to each 
O,, we have 
(vii) Y@,++~ is an isomorphism, 
(viii) YOz,k+20e0,,k+l =fO,.k+l’ v8,,k+l- 
By definition, 
vr,k+l= ($%%,,k+l, . . * , %3,,k+l)%,k+l. 
Since opB is a functor, by (vii) opa(vO,,k+l, . . . , vom,k+l) is an isomorphism; 
while ?,rsk+l is given as an isomorphism by (T9). This proves (iii). Finally, 
vr,k+20%k+l = op 
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(ve,,k+2, . . . , %,,,.k+2)’ 7 s.k+2’er,k+l 
= 
op%%,,k+2, . . . 7 v&,,,k+Z 1 
o”P9(%,k+19 . . . , e&.k+l)" %k+l (by (T9)) 
= 
~PB(~o,,k+20~~,,k+19 . . . , ~8,,,,k+2°%,,,,k+l )“rl r,k+l 
= oPB(f0,,k+20 Y’3,.k+l, . . . 7 fB,,k+2’ %,,k+& %,k+l 
(by (viii)) 
= oPg(fC31,k+2> . * * ,fB,,k+2)“OpB(yg,,k+l, . . * , vtIm,k+l)o qls,k+l 
= f z,k+2O vr,k+l, 
which proves (iv). Cl 
4. Domain logics 
4.1. Introduction 
In this section we shall complete the core of our programme, as set out in 
Section 1. We shall introduce a meta-language for denotational semantics, give it 
a logical interpretation via the localic side of Stone duality, and relate this logical 
interpretation to the standard denotational one by showing that they are Stone 
duals of each other. 
Denotational semantics is always based, more or less explicitly, on a typed 
functional meta-language. The types are interpreted as topological spaces (usually 
domains in the sense of Scott [75,76], but sometimes metric spaces, as in 
[19,57]), while the terms denote elements of or functions between these spaces. 
A program logic comprises an assertion language of formulas for expressing 
properties of programs, and an interface between these properties and the 
programs themselves. Two main types of interface can be identified [66]. 
Endogenous logic. In this style, formulas describe properties pertaining to the 
‘world’ of a single program. Notation: 
Pb@, 
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where P is a program and C#J is a formula. Examples: temporal logic as used, e.g., 
in [66]; Hennessy-Milner logic [32] ; type inference [17]. 
Exogenous logic. Here, programs are embedded in formulas as modal operators. 
Notation: 
where P is now a program denoting a function or relation. Examples: dynamic 
logic [31,69], including as special cases Hoare logic [34], since ‘Hoare triples’ 
{@]P{V] 
can be represented by 
9-+ v-w~ 
and Dijkstra’s wlp-calculus [20], since wlp(P, v) can be represented as [PIT/J. 
(Total correctness assertions can also be catered for; see [31].) 
Extensionally, formulas denote sets of points in our denotational domains, i.e., 
C$ is a syntactic description of {x: x satisfies @}. Then P k c$ can be 
interpreted as x E U, where x is the point denoted by P, and U is the set denoted 
by $. Similarly, [Ml+ can be interpreted as f-‘(U), where f is the function 
denoted by A4 (and elaborations of this when M denotes a relation or 
multifunction). In this way, we can give a topological interpretation of program 
logic. 
But this is not all: duality cuts both ways. We can also use it to give a logical 
interpretation of denotational semantics. Rather than starting with the denota- 
tional domains as spaces of points, and then interpreting formulas as sets of 
points, we can give an axiomatic presentation of the topologies on our spaces, 
viewed as abstract lattices (logical theories), and then reconstruct he points from 
the properties they satisfy. In other words, we can present denotational semantics 
in axiomatic form, as a logic of programs. This has a number of attractions: 
l It unifies semantics and program logic in a general and systematic setting. 
l It extends the scope of program logic to the entire range of denotational 
semantics-higher-order functions, recursive types, powerdomains, etc. 
l The syntactic presentation of recursive types, powerdomains, etc. makes these 
constructions more ‘visible’ and easier to calculate with. 
. The construction of ‘points’, i.e., denotations of computational processes, from 
the properties they satisfy is very compatible with work currently being done in a 
mainly operational setting in concurrency [32,87] and elsewhere [13], and offers a 
promising approach to unification of this work with denotational semantics. 
The remainder of the section is organised as follows. In Section 4.2 we 
interpret the types of our denotational meta-language as propositional theories. 
We can then apply the results of Section 3 to show that each such theory is the 
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Stone dual of the domain obtained as the denotation of the type in the standard 
interpretation. In Section 4.3 we extend the meta-language to include typed 
terms, i.e., functional programs. We extend our logic to an axiomatisation of the 
satisfaction relation P b r#~ (P a term, $J a formula of the logic introduced in 
Section 4.2) and prove that this axiomatisation is sound and complete with 
respect to the spatial interpretation x E U, where x is the point denoted by P, and 
U the open set denoted by 4. In Section 4.4, we consider an alternative 
formulation of the meta-language, in which terms are formed at the morphism 
level rather than the element level; the comparison between these formulations 
extends the standard one between A-calculus (element level) and Cartesian closed 
categories (morphism level). We find a pleasing correspondence between the two 
known, but hitherto quite unrelated, dichotomies: 
Cartesian closed categories exogenous logic 
vs. - vs. 
A-calculus endogenous logic. 
Our axiomatisation of the morphism-level anguage comprises an extended and 
generalised dynamic logic [31,69]. We prove a restricted completeness theorem 
for this axiomatisation, and show that the general validity problem for this logic is 
undecidable. Finally, in Section 4.5 we indicate how the results of this section 
pave the way for a whole class of applications, and outline the two case studies 
described in [3,5]. 
4.2. Domains as propositional theories 
We begin by introducing the first part of a meta-language for denotational 
semantics, the type expressions, with syntax 
a::=l~axt(a ~t(a~z((a),(~u(t(rect.a, 
where t ranges over type variables, and o, r over type expressions. 
The standard way of interpreting these expressions is as objects of SFP (more 
generally as dcpos, but SFP is closed under all the above constructions as a 
subcategory of DCPO). Thus for each type expression o we define a domain 
g(o) = (D(o), C,) in SFP; u x t is interpreted as product, u+ r as function 
space, u @ z as coalesced sum, (s)~ as lifting, ??‘a as the Plotkin powerdomain, 
and ret t. u as the solution of the domain equation 
t = u(t), 
i.e., as the initial fixpoint of an endofunctor over SFP. Other constructions (e.g., 
strict function space, smash product, the Smyth and Hoare powerdomains) can be 
added to the list. 
So far, all this is standard [28,30,61,80]. Now we begin our alternative 
approach. For each type expression a, we shall define a propositional theory (in 
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fact, a domain prelocale in the sense of Section 3) 
Z(u) = (L(u), % =o, L v,, t,, A 0, C,, T,), 
where 
l L(u) is a set of formulas, 
l s = 
formulae: 
are the relations of logical entailment and equivalence between 
l v , A are the logical connectives for disjunction and conjunction, 
l t, fare constants for truth and falsity (i.e., nullary conjunction and disjunction), 
l C, T are predicates for coprimeness and termination, as motivated in Section 3. 
.9(a) is defined inductively via formation rules, axioms and inference rules in 
the usual way4. 
Formation rules 
$I E L(u[rec t. u/t]) 
$I E L(rec t.u) ’ 
We should think of ($+ q), Cl@, etc. as ‘constructors’ or ‘generators’, which 
build basic formulas at complex types from arbitrary formulas at simpler types. 
Note that no constructors are introduced for recursive types; we are taking 
advantage of the observation, familiar from work on information systems [45], 
that if we work with preorders it is easy to solve domain equations up to identity. 
Examples 
We define separated sum as a derived operation: 
u + t = (a), @ (r),. 
Also, we define the Sierpinski space (two-point domain): 
Now we can construct a number of familiar semantic domains, see Table 2. We 
now define some formulas in these types, to suggest how the expected structure 
emerges from the formal definitions, see Table 3. 
4 In fact, for each closed-type expression (I and type environment p, it will be the case that 
2’(o) = qu]p, where au]p is the logical semantics defined in Section 3.5. (This justifies our 
overloading of the symbol “JZ”.) However, we give a direct definition of Z(u) here, as an explicit 
syntactic presentation may be helpful to the reader. 
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Name Expression Description 
B 1+1 Flat domain of Booleans 
N rect.O@t Flat domain of natural numbers 
LN rect.l+t Lazy natural numbers 
List(N) ret t.1 + (N x t) Lazy lists of eager numbers 
CBN ret t. N + (t + t) Call-by-name untyped A-calculus 
Now we turn to the axiomatisation. The axioms of our logic are all 
‘polymorphic’ in character, i.e., they arise from the type constructions uniformly 
over the types to which the constructions are applied. Thus we omit type 
subscripts. 
The axioms fall into a number of groups. 
Logical axiom 
These give each 
(G - ref) 
(=-I) 
(t - 1) 
Z(a) the structure of a distributive lattice. 
(A-E-L) $/\q<#, (A-E-R) #Al/!J~t,b, 
(v-E-L) @~@vq, (v-E-R) q~~$vq, 
(A - dist) #A(%“VV)S(@“‘&)“(+“X). 
Table 3 
Name Formula Type 
* 
true 
false 
0 
i - 
rue 
nil 
b::nil 
6:: I 
parallel or 
Wl 
t* @f) 
(f@*) 
(*@f) 
(f @@ 
(f @fi) 
(*@f) 
(f @(Oxnil),) 
(f @(~xt)*) 
((true X I)+ true) 
h ((t X true)+ true) 
A ((false X false)+ false) 
0 
B 
B 
N 
N 
N 
List(N) 
List(N) 
List(N) 
(B x B)+B 
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Type-specific axiom 
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These articulate each type construction, by showing how its generators interact 
with the logical structure. 
(X -v-L) 
(X -v-R) 
(+- A> 
(@-A-R) 
(@- v -R) 
((.)I - A) 
((.)I - VI 
(U-A) 
co- VI 
(0 - v> 
co- A) 
(0 -f> 
Rules 
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(+ - ” - R) 
C(G) 
(@ + Vie* Vi) = VieI ($* vi) ’ 
(@ -#) 
(x - s) 
(+-s) 
(63-s) 
((.)I - 6) 
(0-s) 
Generic axioms for coprimeness and termination 
(C- =) 
C(#)Y 9 = v 
C(v) ’ 
(C - 9 C(t), 
tT_<j T(@), 3~@ T(#ji) (i E 4 
T(W) ’ CT- A) Wi,, 44 ’ 
(T - “) 
U($i)liel. 
T(Vie, @i) ’ 
Type-specific axioms for coprimeness 
(c_ x) C(G) C(v) 
C(@X It+) ’ 
{C($4liel {C(v4)liPl 
CC-+) 
VJEZ3KEZ[l\je,~j=VVkeK~k&[VjjJJ,kEK~~~~j]] 
wi&#4+ Vi)) 
, 
C(4)) C(vJ) 
@-@) C(@@f)’ C(f @I/.+ (c - (*)) 
CC@) 
c((#)l) ’ 
(’ - ’ - O) 
{C(4Ji)~isl (1 f 8) 
cc0 Vie1 9i h Aiel O@ii) * 
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Type-specific axioms for termination 
U-- x) T(#) 
T(v) 
T(@ x N’ T(G x I+!J) ’ 
(T-j) 
C(W) 9’s@ T(q) 
T(@+-v) ’ 
CT-@) 
V@) T(v) 
T(@ @f) ’ T(f @ v) ’ 
CT - (.)J -V(G)d, 
T(G) (T-O) - T(G) 
T(W) ’ (T - ‘) T(O$) . 
Remarks on the axiomatisation 
The above axioms and rules are to be understood as schemes, which are 
instantiated by uniform substitution for meta-variables. A literal is one of the 
basic assertions 4 G I/J, + = $J, C(@), T(@). All our rules have the form: ‘from a 
finite conjunction of literals (empty in the case of an axiom) infer a literal’, i.e., 
with the single exception of (C -4). However, the quantifications in each 
instance of (C -+) can be expanded into finite conjunctions and disjunctions; 
using the distributive laws, each such instance can be put in the form 
V A lij 3 I, 
iel jsJz 
which is equivalent to 
and hence to a finite set of rules of the standard form. Thus our axiomatisation 
generates a monotone inductive definition in the standard way [8]. Moreover, it is 
presented by a finite set of schemes, the set of instances of each of which is 
readily seen to be recursive; thus the set of theorems of the logic is recursively 
enumerable. In fact, we shall show at the end of this section that the logic is 
decidable. 
The axiom (0 -f) exemplifies the possibilities for fine-tuning in our approach. 
It corresponds exactly to the omission of the empty set from the upper 
powerdomain. Similar fine-tuning yields strict function space and smash product 
as variations on the standard function space and product presented above; while 
the Smyth powerdomain is obtained from the presentation of the Plotkin 
powerdomain by omitting all rules which refer to 0; and the Hoare powerdomain 
is obtained by omitting all rules which refer to 0. 
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Semantics 
To make precise the sense in which the axiomatic presentation is equivalent to 
the usual denotational construction of domains we define, for each (closed-) type 
expression a, an interpretation function 
uo4hO= ts E ww: s n ud, + 01, 
uarect.O= bw: u E u~nOrrect.olrl~, 
where LU, : ‘3( a[rec t. a/t]) = %7( ret t. a) is the isomorphism arising from the initial 
solution to the domain equation t = u(t). 
Then for $, t,!~ E L(u), we define 
We now use the results of Section 3 to establish some fundamental properties 
of our system of ‘domain logic’. 
Firstly, we note that operations on domain prelocales in the style of Section 3 
can be distilled from our definitions for product and lifting. The reader will find 
no difficulty in carrying out the same programme for these constructions as that 
shown for function space, Plotkin powerdomain and coalesced sum in Section 3. 
It is immediate from the definitions that, for each closed u and any p E LEnv: 
where auJp is the logical semantics from Section 3.5. The following results are 
then immediate consequences of our work in Section 3. 
Notation. C(u) = (q5 E L(u): Z’(u) k C(@)}. 
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Lemma 4.2.1 (Normal forms). For all $ E L(a), for some pi, . . . , q,, E C(a): 
z(a) t 9 = igl Vi* 
Now we define a relation ywy G C(a) X K(B(a)): 
$ - u = Mlc7 = tw. 
Proposition 4.2.2. +-+ is a surjective total function. 
Now we come to the main results of the section. 
Theorem 4.2.3 (Soundness and completeness). For all C#J, q!~ E L(o): 
qa)k$Sly e 97(CJ)k$~qJ. 
Now we define 
%qo) = (L(o)/=,, 5 /=,), 
the Lindenbaum algebra of Z(a). 
Theorem 4.2.4 (Stone duality). Z&(u) is the Stone dual of 9(u), i.e., 
(i) 9(u) = Spec Z&(u), 
(ii) KSZ(9(u)) = Z&(u). 
Decidability of 3 
We define a set 3 of formulas in 9 by the following syntax: 
~~~=rl(~xyl)~~(~~~~i)l(~~f)I(f~W)l(~)~~o~~iA~O~i~ 
A formula # is a rigid coprime if @ E F and 9 t C(G); a formula is in rigid 
coprime normal form if it is a disjunction of rigid coprimes. 
We now define predicates LEQ, TERM over rigid coprimes (of the same type 
in the case of LEQ), by the following inductive definitions: 
LEQ(@, t) e true, 
LEQ(t, $J) - TERM(@)), 
LEQ((@ x V), (#’ x V’)) e LEQ(+, W) dk LEQ(W, W’), 
e Vj E J 3 E I LEQ($j, $i) C+‘Z LEQ(Wi, Wi), 
LEQ((@ @f), (#’ @f)) * LEQ(6 d”h 
LEQ((+ @f), (f @ VI)) - LEQh Wh 
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LEQ((f tB +I, (f @ V’)) e LEQ(% ‘/“b 
LEQ((f @ w), ($J 63.f)) c=j LEQ(c 4’1, 
LEQ(($),> (w)d e LEQ(h Vh 
e Vi E I Eli E J LEQ(@i, vi) & Vj E J 3 E I LEQ(@i, vi), 
TERM(t) e false, 
TERM((@ X IJ.J)) @ TERM(@) or TERM(v), 
TERM( ?, (@id lyi)] e 3i E 1 TERM(V,), 
TERM((+ @f)) e TERM($), 
TERM((f @ V)) e TERM(V), 
TERM((#),) e true, 
TERM(n l9i A ?, Oh) @ 3i E ITERM(44. 
Clearly, LEQ and TERM are recursive. Moreover, we have the next proposition. 
Proposition 4.2.5. For all rigid coprimes @, +: 
LEQ(#, 111) e BEGS% TERM(@) e .Z’FT($). 
Proof. Straightforward in the light of our work in Section 3, particularly the 
proofs of the coprime completeness property (T3). 0 
We now give a sharpened form of Lemma 4.2.1. 
Proposition 4.2.6. There is an algorithm which for any type (T and formula 4 of 
Z’(a) produces a formula q!~ in rigid coprime normal form such that 
.L?b#=IjJ. 
The proposition is proved by induction on the complexity of a; recursive types 
are handled by observing that if $I E L(rec C. a), @I is in some nonrecursive finite 
unfolding a(“)(l). We omit the details, which can be extracted from our proofs of 
the normal form property (Tl) for the various type constructions in Section 3. 
However, note that Proposition 4.2.5 is needed, since the entailment relation is 
used in the normal form algorithms for function spaces (Proposition 3.4.2) and 
powerdomains (Proposition 3.4.8); while T is used in the normal form algorithm 
for coalesced sum (Proposition 3.4.14). 
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Given rigid coprime normal forms \liel &, VjEJ I+II~, it is clear from our work in 
Section 3, together with Theorem 4.2.3, that: 
e Vi EZ5!?tT(&). 
Thus, to show that s, =, C, T are recursive, it suffices by Proposition 4.2.6 to 
show that s, T are recursive over rigid coprimes; i.e., Proposition 4.2.5. 
Combining these results, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.1. 2 is decidable. 
4.3. Programs as elements: endogenous logic 
We extend our meta-language for denotational semantics to include typed 
terms. 
syntax 
For each type a, we have a set of variables 
Var(a) = {x0, yU, 29 . . . }. 
We give the term formation rules via an inference system for assertions of the 
form M: a, i.e., ‘M is a term of type o’. 
(Var) x0: a, (1 -I) *:1, 
(x-1) 
M:u, N:z 
(M, N):ax t’ 
(x -E) 
M:axt,N:v 
letMbe(xU,y3.N:v’ 
e-0 
M:t 
(j-E) 
M:a+t, N:a 
Ax9M:a+ r’ MN:z ’ 
(@-Z-L) M:a 
i,,(M) : u G3 t ’ 
(@-I-R) . N:z 
+(N):u@ t’ 
(e-E) 
M:uz, N,, N,:v 
cases M of ;(x “>. NI elsej( y 3. N2 : v ’ 
((.)I - 1) 
M:u 
up(M) : (4, ’ 
((.)I - E) 
M:(u)., N:t 
liftMtoup(x”).N:r’ 
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(P- 1) 
M:u 
{M}: 9%’ (9-E) 
M:SPu,N:Pt 
over M extend {x”}N : 9% ’ 
(P- +) 
M,N:Pu 
(9-B) 
M: Pa, N: 9% 
MkJN:9’u’ M@N:P(ux t)’ 
(ret - I) 
M : a[rec t. o/t] 
fold,,(M) : ret t. u ’ 
(ret - E) 
M:rect.a 
unfold,,(M) : u[rec t. u/t] ’ 
(P -4 
M:u 
pP.M: u’ 
We write A(u) for the set of terms of type u. Note the systematic presentation of 
these constructs as introduction and elimination rules for each of the type 
constructions, following ideas of Martin-Lof [49] and Plotkin [64]. Note that A, 
let, cases, lift, extend, p are all variable binding operations in the obvious way. 
Also, note that {m}, extend arise from the adjunction defining the powerdomain 
construction; U is the operation of the free algebras for this adjunction; while @ 
is the universal map for the tensor product with respect to this operation [33]. 
We now introduce an endogenous program logic with assertions of the form 
M, ZI#, 
where M : a, @ E L(u), and r E II,{Var(u)+ L(u)} gives assumptions on the free 
variables of M. 
Notation. r~A=VxEVar2’l-Z?.~Ax. 
For the remainder of this section, we shall omit type subscripts and superscripts 
“whenever [we thinkI we can get away with it”, in the delightful formulation of 
[ll, Pa 11. 
Axiomatisation 
M,rkCp N,rkq M,rk(+x$J) N,r]xH#,YH$JIlt-~ 
(M, N), r(@ x q) ’ letMbe(x,y).N,Tt8 ’ 
M, m+++l~v MI-t-($-V) N>rI-@J 
A.LM,rt(++ly)' MN,rkV ’ 
’ Inserted by the author. 
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N,rkV M,rt(f@Ilr) T(q) N,,r[y*qlke 
j(N), rk(f@ V)’ casesMof;(x).N,elsei(y).N,,Zk8 ’ 
M,rt# M, rt WI N, m-tw4 
up(M), rt (@)I ’ lift Mto up(x). N, rk IJ!J ' 
M,rt# M,rk$ 
wwtO& Whr~W' 
M, rk09 N, r[x-$JlkOlCl M, no@, N, r[x-+]mq 
over M extend {x}N, r k Oq ’ over M extend {x}N,r l- q lq!~ ’
M, rtO@ N, Z-kOlC, M, rto+ N,rtclq 
M@N,rtO(GxIlr) ’ M@NN,rkO($xq) ’ 
M,rk$ M,Tk$ 
fold(M), r k # ’ unfold(M), r k $ ’ 
FM, rt+ M, m-@1~1CI 
CLX.M, rt q 
Note that there is one inference rule for t per formation rule in our syntax. Thus 
we can refer, e.g., to rule (k - x -15) without ambiguity. (In the case of the 
powerdomain constructions, we have one rule each for box and diamond, and 
refer, e.g., to (b - 0 -I)). Note the role of the termination predicate T in 
(1 - @ - E); it plays a similar role in the elimination rules for the other ‘strict’ 
constructions of smash product [61, Chapter 3, p. l] and strict function space [61, 
Chapter 1, p. 111, which we do not cover here. 
Also, note the resemblance of our system to type inference (particularly to the 
conjunctive type discipline of [lo, 161); this stands out even more clearly if use the 
notation 
for assertions. One can profitably think of properties r$ as ‘local types’, in a richer 
type system (powerdomains, lifting, recursive types) than is usually considered. 
Semantics 
Following standard ideas [59,61,80], we now give a denotational semantics for 
this meta-language, in the form of a map 
[+I0 : A(a)+- Env* g(a), 
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where Env = II, { Var( 0) + 9(a)} is the set of environmen&. 
lIxllp = Px, KM, N)IlP = (UMIP, UNIIP)? 
[[let M be (x, y).Nlp = [Nlp[x -d, y -e], where (d, e> = UMUp, 
ukzkfnp = cd- uwPwdi), uMmP=wnP)wnPh 
U@aP =
1 
(0, UMllP), UwlPf~J 
1, uMnP=~, 
u/wnP = 
( 
(17 UNlP)> UNllP#~> 
1, uNnP=~, 
UNJPb -47 uwlP = (07 4, 
([cases M of c’(x).N, elseg(y).NJp = [N,lp[y we], [Mjp = (1, e), 
1, lMp=~, 
UUP WDP = 6-t UMllP)> 
[[lift M to up(x). Njp = ( ynp’x *d]’ 
, 
Ek 1 y9 d)’ 
, 
Cover M extend {x}N]lp = T(X) rl_%, 
where X = U {[Nlp[x *d]: a’ E [Mlp}, 
UM ti Nllp = con((UMllp) u (UNDP)), 
UM @ NUp = Con((UMUp) X (UNUp)), 
Ufold(M)%p = a(UMUp), Uunfold(M)Up = 6r(UMUp), 
[p.Mnp = ,Ll_ dk, where d,, = I, dk+l = UMlp[x I+ d,]. 
Here a is the initial algebra isomorphism as in Section 4.2 (Semantics). 
We can use this semantics to define a notion of validity for assertions. 
M, r~~~VpEEnvp~TjUMn,p~~, 
where 
pkr=VxEVarpxkTx, 
and for d E D(a), Cp E L(a): 
db$=dE@n,. 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.3.1. The endogenous logic is sound and complete: 
VM,r,@ M,Tt# e M,rk@. 
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We can state this result more sharply in terms of Stone duality: for closed u and 
M it says that, for any p and r: 
~;1W#4=,: M  rt- $1) = lMlo~, 
where 
rjO : 9(a) = Spec(LZ&(a)) 
is the component of the natural isomorphism arising from Theorem 4.2.4; i.e., 
that we recover the point of 9(a) given by the denotational semantics of M from 
the properties we can prove to hold of M in our logic. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Our strategy is analogous to that 
of Section 3; we get completeness via coprime completeness. Firstly, we have the 
next theorem. 
Theorem 4.3.2 (Soundness). For all M, r, $: 
M,I’k@ j M,rkt$. 
Proof. By a routine induction on the length of proofs in the endogenous logic. 
We give two cases for illustration. 
(1) Suppose the last step in the proof is an application of (k - + - I): 
By induction hypothesis, M, T[x - $1 k ly, i.e., for all p k r, d c 9(o), 
d E Ml + I[Mllpb - 4 E !vI, 
which implies 
AxM, rk(#-+ q). 
(2) Next we consider (k - Cl - E): 
M, rkU$ N, T[x++$]k01# 
over M extend {x}N, Tt q ly * 
By induction hypothesis, M, r k III+ and N, T[x ++ $1 k q 1,0. Hence for p b r, 
[Mlp c [$I, and for d E 9(a), 
X = L& UNll& - 4 c IN4 * U over M extend {x}N]lp G t(X) c [WI 
j over M extend {x}N, r k q I,!J. Cl 
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Next, we shall need a technical lemma which describes our program constructs 
under the denotational semantics. 
Lemma 4.3.3. For u E .?T(9(a)), IJ E WWt)), w E .9q9(v)), x E 
%dX(Wd)), Y E rlrf,,(WWt))), Z E Th,(~(W~ x r))), w E .WWrec t.a)), 
w2 E .%(9(a[rec t. a/t])): 
(i) (u, v) CUM, Wllp e u ClIMb & 21 CDlb, 
(ii) w E[let M be (x, y)A$ 
G 3u, u(u, v) L[Mjp c% w L[NlJp[x -u, y H v], 
(iii) (u\v) LlIA.x.M]lp e u L[Mjp[x*u], 
(iv) v c[MNnp = 34 (u\v) G[[Mllp & u c[Nnp, 
(v) (0, u> ciI4wnP e u m4lP, 0,~) cujmb e am 
(vi) w # I j w Encases M of ;(x)iV, else j( y )A& 
e yU z I (0, U) cuMnp A w ruzvlnp]x - U] 
or 
3~~1 (~,v)c~M~~&w~~N,DP[xHv], 
(vii) (0, u> C Uup(M)llp @ u WW 
(viii) u # I j u L[lift M to up(x)Nl)p 
e 3~ (0, U) cnMnp&vcuzvnp[x+, 
(ix) Con(X) L[{M}np e Vx l Xx LI[M]lp, 
(x) Con(Y) L [over M extend {x}N]lp e 3X Con(X) C [MBp 
& Con(Y) C Con Ux ufvnp]x - U] , 
( > 
(xi) Con(X) CUM U Njp e 3Y, Z Con(X) = Con(Y U Z) 
& Con(Y) C[Mlp & Con(Z) Euzvnp, 
(xii) Con(Z) L[M 8 A$ @ 3X, Y Con(Z) LCon(X) 8 Con(Y) 
& Con(X) L [Mlp & Con(Y) c [NIP, 
(xiii) w1 G[fold(M)np e a-‘(wr) C[Mnp, 
(xiv) W, L I[unfold(M)np e 4 w2) FIlMlIp, 
(xv) u rl[~.MlJp e 3k E w, uO, . . . , uk u. = I & uk = u 
& Vi: 0 c i < k ui+* &[Mnp[x H ui]. 
Proof. The content of this lemma is all quite standard, at least in the folklore. It 
amounts to a description of the combinators underlying the denotational 
semantics of terms as approximable mappings. Most of it can be found, couched 
in the language of information systems, [76] and for neighbourhood systems in 
[75]. See also [28]. We shall just give a couple of the less familiar cases for 
illustration. 
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Y={yEX:3xE[M]IoyCX}, z={2Ex:3xE~iv~Py~xj. 
(xii) 
Con(Z) L [it4 63 A$ 
e Con(Z) C U {Con(X) 63 Con(Y): Con(X) gd4np & Con(Y) qpbqpj 
(since @ is continuous) 
e 3X, Y Con(Z) ECon(X) 63 Con(Y) & Con(X) gbdnp & Con(Y) gjvnp 
(since Con(Z) is finite). •i 
Now for coprime completeness. 
Notation. C(T) = Vx E Var C(Tx). 
Theorem 4.3.4 (Coprime completeness). C(T) and C($J) imply that 
M, rk@ + M, rk+. 
Proof. We begin by establishing some useful notation. Given r with C(T), we 
define an environment pr by: 
Vx E Var TX m prx. 
This is well-defined by Proposition 4.2.2. Similarly, let $ *~\h, U. Now we have: 
M,rk$ e uC[Mh-. (4-l) 
The proof proceeds by induction on M. As the various cases all share a common 
pattern, we shall only give a selection of the more interesting for illustration. 
Abstraction. We argue by induction on the proof that C($). The nontrivial 
case is when this is inferred by (C - +), with @ = /jisl (&+ vi). Let & YVK, ui, 
IJJ~YVM*V~, ieZ. Then 
Ax.M, rb@ (j ViEZAx.M, rk(&+~~) 
+ Vi e Z (uiLvi) C[Ax.M]lp, (4-l) 
* Vi E Z 21i C [[M]lpdX H Ui] (Lemma 4.3.3(iii)) 
+ VieZM, r[xH&]kqi (4.1) 
+ Vi E ZM, r[x ++ $+I t vi (induction hypothesis) 
+ Vi l ZrZX.M, rk(&+ I&;) (k--+-Z) 
j Ax.M,Z-k$J (b - A). 
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Application. 
t&se expression. 
cases M of i(x). NI elsej( y ). N2, r F $r 
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(4-l) 
(Lemma 4.3.3(iv)) 
(4.1) 
(induction hypothesis) 
(k-+-E). 
(j u E[cases M of i(x). NI elseg(y ). N,llp, (4.1). 
If u = I, then 2 1 r s $, and the required conclusion follows by (k - A) and 
(t - 6). Otherwise, by Lemma 4.3.3(vi), either 
(i) % f 1 (0, uI> CUMik+& u rUN&& HUII 
or 
(ii) 3u, # I (1, u2) E[Mjp, & u L[N&,Ix ++ uz]. 
We shall consider subcase (i); (ii) is entirely similar. Let & +=+ u,. Then 
(0, Ul) Eumh-~4INInP,I~~~~l 
+ M,r~(~,~f)&N,,T[x~~,l~~ (4.1) 
+ M, rk ($1 @f) & N,, T[x H &I I$ (induction hypothesis) 
j casesMof;(x).NIelsej(y).N2,Tt@ (by(t-e--E)) 
since u, # I implies T(&). 
Tensor product. By induction on the proof that C($). The nontrivial case is 
when this is inferred by (C - Cl - O), with 
@ = q y (@i ’ Vi) A /JO(@i ’ Vi), 
with C(A), C(+J, i E I. We define Z = {(ui, vi): i E Z}, where 
$i +Jwy ui, Vi m vi, i E I. 
Now 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
* Con(Z) G I&! 8 Njpr (4.1) 
+ 3X, Y Con(X) C[Mjp, & Con(Y) C[N]pr 
& Con(Z) cCon(X) @ Con(Y) = Con(X X Y) (Lemma 4.3.3(xii)). 
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Let X = {&}ks~, Y = {v~}[~L., and define 
$k-Uk (kEK), VI-VI (1E L). 
Now 
ConV) EiTMh- & Con(Y) C[A$+ 
NOW Con(Z) LCon(X) 69 Con(Y) implies 
Hence 
and so by (Cl - s), 
Again, by (0 - S), for all i, for some (k, I): 
2 k O(@k X VII) s O(@i X Vi), 
and so 
Hence by (t - G), 
M@N,rk@ 
Recursive types. Firstly, we note that for @ E 2(rec t. a), 
@++u e ~~Ly-l(U), 
since J.T(rec t. a) = 2?( a[rec t. a/t]). Now, 
fold(M), rk 4 j u c[fold(M)]pi- (4.1) 
+ 6~) CUMIP, (Lemma 4.3.3(xiii)) 
+ M, rbe (4.1) 
=$ M, rk# (induction hypothesis) 
j fold(M), rk $ ( t - ret - Z). 
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Recursion. 
,ux.M, Z-L $ e u L[px.Mjp, (4.1) 
e 3kEw,uo,...,uku0= I &uk=u 
& Vi: 0 s i < k ii+1 ~[Mlp,Ix - ui] 
(Lemma 4.3.3(xv)). 
Let /lull be the least such k (as a function of u for u El[p. M]lp, keeping px.M, r 
fixed). We complete the proof for this case by induction on IIu 11, with C$ yvn, u. 
Basis. 
llull=O + u=l j Ft<Q, j p.x.M, Z-t-@, 
by (t- - A) and (k - c). 
Induction step. llull = k + 1. Then by definition of Ilull, for some IJ: 
uC[M~p,+x-,v]& llvll =k. 
Let I,!J YVM, v. Then 
uE[Mllp&-v] d ll~ll= k 
3 M, r[x-t’~lk$~ (4.1) 
and px.M, r F 3 (inner induction hypothesis) 
+ M, T[x - I/J] t $I & p.x. M, r F q (outer induction hypothesis) 
* Cwl.M, rt4) (t--p -I). 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Finally, we can prove Theorem 4.3.1. One half is 
Theorem 4.3.2. For the converse, suppose M, rL q5. We can assume that Tx #f” 
for all x E Var, since otherwise we could apply (I- - v) to obtain M, Tt C#L Let 
V = FV(M), the free variables of M. (We omit the formal definition, which 
should be obvious.) We define r, by 
r,x = rx, x E v, 
4 otherwise. 
Then by standard arguments we have: 
M, rrz+ e M, GbG, 
M, rkqJ e M, r"k$. 
Now by Lemma 4.2.1, we have 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
and for all x E V, 
skrx =iy ai, 
I 
‘Meaning [rx] # 0, or, equivalently by Theorem 4.2.4, -Y# TX = f. 
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with C($+), C(Wj) for each i, i. Moreover, our assumption that 0 #f for all x 
implies that .I, # 0 for all x E V. Given f E II xeVJx (i.e., a choicefunction selecting 
one of the disjuncts I/.+~~,, f(x) EJ,, for each x E V), we define G by 
Then 
XEV 
otherwise. 
* Vf EnJx3iEZM,Tfk& (coprime completeness) 
XEV 
4.4. Programs as morph&u: exogenous logic 
We now introduce a second extension of our denotational meta-language, 
which provides a syntax of terms denoting morphisms between, rather than 
elements of, domains. This is an extended version of the algebraic meta-language 
for Cartesian closed categories [44,67], just as the language of the previous 
section was an extended typed A-calculus. Terms are sorted on morphism types 
(a, z), with notation f : (a, t). We shall give the formation rules in ‘polymorphic’ 
style, with type subscripts omitted. 
Syntax of morphism terms 
id : (u, a), 
f :(a, r) g:(r, ?J) 
f;g:(a, v) ’ 
1: (0, 11, 
f :(v, 4 g:(v, t) 
(f,g):(v ux t) ’ 
p:(a x r, a), q : (0 x t, r), 
f :(ux IT, v) 
A(f): (u, z+ v) ’ 
Ap: ((a+ r) x a, r), 
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I:(u, CT@ T), r:(t, a@ z), f:(u, v) g:(t, v) 
[fJ gl:(a@ r, v) ’ 
UP : (6 (U)L), 
f :(a, t) 
lift(f) : ((u>,, r) ’ 
{*I : (6 P’a), 
f :(o, st> 
f + :(9’0, 9%) ’ + : (9% x .9&l, CPU), 8: (9% x cl%, s(a x z)), 
fold : (a[rec t. a/t], ret t. a), unfold : (ret t. o, a[rec t. a/t]), Y: (a+ a, a). 
We now form an exogenous logic SEXY (for dynamic domain logic, because of 
the evident analogy with dynamic logic [31,69]). gCE!T is an extension of 58, the 
basic domain logic described in Section 2. 
Formation rules 
We define the set of formulas DDL(a) for each type u. 
L(u) G DDL(u), 
f:(u, z) qeDDL(z) 
tf N E DW4 ’ 
t, f E DW4, 
G, V E DWd 
@ A $J, @ v q E DDL(u) ’
Axiomatisation 
The following axioms and rules are added to those of A’. 
@Sly 
[fl# s IfI@ [fl~I~i=~[fl~i~ [fl ~@i=~[fl@i~ 
[id]@ =6 ifi 81dJ =[f Ikl45 Kf7 g)l($ x 111) = [fl$ * klv, 
[PM = (@ x 47 [qlv = (t x v), 
($J x v) c [f 10 
4) sG Mf )I(lct + 0) ’ 
[+lo# = co+ x 9 v (t x O@), [+Pb = (W x WI? 
[@lO(# xq) = (09 x 01111, [@P(@J x v,) = WJ x WI, 
[fold]@ = #, [unfold]@ = $, 
#S[Ylly 
c$ A (qM43)s[Y]e’ 
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The rule for the Y combinator is rather subtle, describing recursion as a form of 
deductive closure; it is best understood by reading the corresponding case in the 
proof of the soundness theorem (Theorem 4.4.1). 
At this point, we could proceed to give a direct treatment of the semantics and 
meta-theory of 995’, just as we did for the endogenous logic in Section 3. This 
would ignore the salient fact that our morphism term language and the typed 
A-calculus presented in Section 3 are essentially equivalent. Instead, we shall give 
a translation of morphism terms into h-terms. The idea is that a morphism term 
f : (a, t) is translated into a &term (f)” : (T+ t. 
Translation 
(id)” = AU, (f ; g)” = Lx. (g)“((f)“x), (1)” = Ax.*, 
((f, g))” = J.x.((f)“x, (g)“x), (p)” = klet x be (x, y).x, 
(q)” = Azlet x be (x, y).y, (A(f))” = Ax. AY. (f)“(x, Y )7 
(Ap)” = klet z be (f, x).fx, (I)” = Ax&(x), (r)O = AYE, 
([f, g])” = kcases z of ;(x).(f)‘x elsei(y).(g)“y, (up)” = Ax. up(x), 
(lift(f))” = r2y.lift y to up (x). (f)“x, ({*I)” = Ax. {x)7 
(ft)” = Az.over z extend {x}. (f)“x, (+)” = Az.let z be (x, y).x Kay, 
(8)” = ilz.let z be (x, y).x @y, (fold)0 = Ax.fold(x), 
(unfold)” = Ax. unfold(x), (Y)” = nf /Lc.fx. 
Semantics 
Let A(a, z) be the set of morphism terms of sort (a, r). Since 
SFP(B(a), 9(r)) = ‘?&(a+ t) 
by Cartesian closure, we can get a semantics 
ULr: A(o, r)+ SFP(B(o), s(r)) 
for morphism terms from the above translation. We use this to extend our 
semantics for 9 from Section 2 to 99LE 
II[fl44 = ml)-‘wn) 
(the other clauses being handled in the obvious way). Note that the denotations 
of formulas in %X9? are still open sets (continuity!), but need no longer be 
compact-open, since compactness is not preserved under inverse image in 
general. 
This semantics yields a notion of validity for 99Z assertions: 
w-b+tdda. 
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Proof. The usual routine induction on the length of proofs. We give a few cases 
for illustration. 
Left injection. 
(9 UN@ @f ID= ~N~HCG#J @f 11) 
={d: wO4c~@f>ll>u<~: ~EiI<@@fN> 
= Ml. 
69 TOP) 3 1 $ uvn * wmf @ m =0. 
Source tupling. We verify the first rule. 
T($) + 1 $ cd 3 ~~dmfd~~m 4) =fm
which implies 
ueu[fivn + UC@ @f kurrf, tmn. 
Union. 
(9 u[+ioa= {(x9 0(xb m-WnW 
= {(x, Y):xu[#]zO 0r yn[$p0) 
= {(x, z): x n u4.d z 01 u {(z, Y): Y n u44 ze} 
= uto$ x 6 v (t x 044 
(ii) n[+]o+j = {(X, Y): X u Y G nGn> 
={(x, Y):XS umkum =u(w mm. 
Recursion. 
u9ndwn 3 vfe umf4vn 
* vf l u~nnu(~~e)nyf=f(yf)~uen. 0 
Next, we turn to what can be proved in the way of completeness. A Hoare 
triple in 992? is a formula @ 6 [f 111, such that 9 and I,!J are formulas of 2, i.e., do 
not contain any program modalities. 
Theorem 4.4.2 (Completeness for Hoare triples). Let $ s [f ]q be a Home triple. 
Then 
This result can either be proved directly, in similar fashion to Theorem 4.3.1; 
or it can be reduced to that result, since 
b#S[fl * (f)“, C~(@-,W) e (f)“, r;k(G+W) 
(where 4 is the constant map x w t). It thus suffices to prove 
(f)“, r;~($-+V) - =J~~#~[flV. 
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In either approach, the argument is a straightforward variation on our work in 
Section 3, which we omit since it adds nothing new. 
Finally, we come to a limitative result, which differentiates %.X5 from the 
endogenous logic of Section 3, and shows that he restricted form of Theorem 
4.4.2 is necessary. The result is of course not ‘surprising’, since BEZ is 
semantically more expressive than the endogenous logic, allowing the description 
of noncompact open sets. 
Theorem 4.4.3. The validity problem for 992? is @-complete. 
Proof. We will need some notions on effectively given domains; see [39]. Firstly, 
each type expression in our meta-language has an effectively given domain as its 
denotation (since effectively given domains are closed under recursive definitions 
and all our type constructions). Similarly, each term f : (a, z) denotes a 
computable morphism from B(a) to ‘B(t). Moreover, each # E Z’(a) denotes a 
compact-open, and hence computable open set in B(o); and computable open 
sets are closed under inverse images of computable maps, and under finite unions 
and intersections. Thus each formula of %BJZ! denotes a computable open set, 
and the problem of deciding the validity of the assertion # 6 I# can be reduced to 
that of deciding the inclusion of r.e. sets [#I E [[VI, which as is well known 
[81, IV.1.61 is fi. 
To complete the argument, we take a standard II$complete problem, and 
reduce it to validity in B%Z. The problem we choose is 
Tot={x: W,=N} 
i.e., the set of codes of total recursive functions [81, IV.3.21. To perform the 
reduction, we proceed as follows: 
l The type N, = ret t(l)l @ t is used to model the flat domain of natural 
numbers. 
l We can show that every partial recursive function r,u : N+- N, thought of as a 
strict continuous function of type N, + NI, can be defined by a morphism term. 
This is quite standard: the numerals are constructed from the injections, lifting, 
and fold and unfold; the conditional and basic predicates from source tupling; and 
primitive recursion from general recursion (Y) and conditional. We omit the 
details. 
l In particular, we can define a morphism term N : (N,, NJ such that 
IWIld={;’ d= I, otherwise. 
l Now given a partial recursive function q, represented by a morphism term f, 
the totality of Q, is equivalent to the ~CEZ-validity of 
[NIO s [f I[Nl& 
where 0 = ((t)l CB f) (so [on = (0)). Cl 
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We can summarize the effectivity of our various systems as follows. 
l The basic system of domain logic presented in Section 2 is recursive (Theorem 
4.2.7). 
l The system of endogeneous logic presented in Section 3, and the equivalent 
system of Hoare triples described in the present section, are r.e. (since they are 
recursively axiomatized) but not recursive; in fact, they are Z’$complete. (This is 
proved by a similar argument to the above theorem.) 
l The full system of exogenous logic described in the present section is 
@-complete. 
4.5. Applications: the logic of a domain equation 
A denotational analysis of a computational situation results in the description 
of a domain which provides an appropriate semantic universe for this situation. 
Canonically, domains are specified by type expressions in a meta-language. We 
can then use our approach to ‘turn the handle’, and generate a logic for this 
situation in a quite mechanical way. Two substantive case studies of this kind 
have been carried out, in the areas of concurrency [3] and the A-calculus [S]. 
For example, in [3] we define a domain equation for synchronisation trees, and 
generate a logic which can be applied to the whole class of labelled transition 
systems. This logic subsumes Hennessy-Milner logic [32], and can be taken as a 
rational reconstruction of it. Furthermore, we automatically get a compositional 
proof theory for this logic, along the lines indicated above. Since one can define a 
denotational semantics for, e.g., SCCS [54] in our denotational meta-language, 
we get a compositional proof system along the lines of those developed by Stirling 
and Winskel [82,88]. Moreover, this proof system is guaranteed to be in harmony 
with our semantics. 
5. Conclusion 
5.1. Further directions 
Our development of the research programme adumbrated in Section 1 has been 
fairly extensive, but certaintly not complete. There are many possibilities for 
extension and generalisation of our results. In this section we shall try to pick out 
some of the most promising topics for future research. 
(1) All our work in this paper has been based on domain theory, simply 
because this is the best established and most successful foundation for denota- 
tional semantics, and a wealth of applications are ready to hand. However, our 
programme is really much more general than this. Any category of topological 
spaces in which a denotational meta-language can be interpreted, and for which a 
suitable Stone duality exists, could serve as the setting for the same kind of 
exercise as we carried out in Section 4. As one example of this: the main 
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alternatives to domains in denotational semantics over the past few years have 
been compact uhzmetric spaces [19, 50, 571. These spaces in their metric 
topologies are Stone spaces, and indeed the category of compact ultrametric 
spaces and continuous maps is equivalent to the category of second-countable 
Stone spaces [6]. A restricted denotational meta-language comprising product, 
(disjoint), sum and powerdomain (the Vietoris Construction [37,79], which in this 
context is induced by the Hausdorff metric [19,50,57], can be interpreted in 
Stone, together with the corresponding sub-language of terms (with guarded 
recursion, leading to contracting maps, and hence unique fixpoints [19,50,57]). 
Under the classical Stone duality as expounded in Section 1, the corresponding 
logical structures are Boolean algebras, and a classical logic can be presented for 
this meta-language in entirely analogous fashion to that of Section 4. Since the 
meta-language is rich enough to express a domain equation for synchronisation 
trees, a case study along the same lines as that of [3] can be carried through. 
Moreover, there is a satisfying relationship between the Stone space of 
synchronisation trees (which is the metric topology on the ultrametric space 
constructed in [ 191)) and the corresponding domain studied in [3]; namely, the 
former is the subspuce ofmuximul elements of the latter. This is in fact an instance 
of a general relationship, as set out in [6]. The important point here is that our 
programme is just as applicable to the metric-space approach to denotational 
semantics as to the domain-theoretic approach. 
(2) A further kind of generalisation would be to structures other than 
topological spaces. Many Stone-type dualities in such alternative contexts are 
known; e.g., Stone-Gelfand-Naimark duality for C*-algebras, Pontrjagin duality 
for topological groups, Gabriel-Ulmer duality for locally finitely presented 
categories, etc. [36]. Particularly promising for computer science applications are 
the measure-theoretic dualities studied by Kozen [42] as a basis for the semantics 
and logic of probabilistic programs. A very interesting feature of these 
dualities is that whereas the purely topological dualities have the Sierpinski space 
0 as their ‘schizophrenic object’ (see [36, Chapter 6]), i.e., the fundamental 
relationship P k 4~ takes values in (0, l}, the measure-theoretic dualities take their 
‘characters’ in the reals; satisfaction of a measurable function by a measure is 
expressed by integration [42]. The richer mathematical structure of these dualities 
should deepen our understanding of the framework. Furthermore, there are 
intriguing connections with Lawvere’s concept of “generalised logic& [46]. 
(3) The logics of compact-open sets considered in this paper are very weak in 
expressive power, and are clearly inadequate as a specification formalism. For 
example, we cannot specify such properties of a stream computation as ‘emits an 
infinite sequence of ones’. Thus we need a language, with an accompanying 
semantic framework, which permits us to go beyond compact-open sets. A first 
step would be to allow the expression of more general open sets, e.g., by means 
of a least fixed point operator on formulae pp. #, permitting the finite description 
of infinite disjunctions View #(f). This would have the advantage of not 
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requiring any major extension of our semantics, but would still not be sufficiently 
expressive for specification purposes, as the above example shows. What is 
needed is the ability to express infinite conjunctions, e.g., by greatest fixpoints 
VP.+, corresponding to r\ico 4’(t). Such an extension of our logic would 
necessarily take us beyond open sets. An important topic for further investigation 
is whether such an extension can be smoothly engineered and given a good 
conceptual foundation. 
Another reason for extending the logic is the tempting proximity of locale 
theory to topos theory. Could this be the basis of the junction between topos 
theory and computer science which many researchers have looked for but none 
has yet convincingly demonstrated? We must leave this point unresolved. If there 
ti a natural extension of our work to the level of topos theory, we have not (yet) 
succeeded in finding it. 
(4) Another variation is to change the morphisms under consideration. Stone 
dualities relating to the various powerdomain constructions (i.e., dualities for 
multi-functions rather than functions) are interesting for a number of reasons: 
they generalise predicate transformers in the sense of Dijkstra [20,79]; dualities 
for the Vietoris construction provide a natural setting for intuitionistic modal 
logic, with interesting differences to the approach recently taken by Plotkin and 
Stirling [65]; while there are some remarkable self-dualities arising from the 
Smyth powerdomain [85]. These turn out, quite unexpectedly, to provide a model 
for Girard’s classical linear logic [25]; more speculatively, they also suggest the 
possibility of a homogeneous logical framework in which programmes and 
properties are interchangeable. This may turn out to provide the basis for a 
unified and systematic treatment of a number of existing ad hoc formalisms 
[27,88]. 
(5) Recent work by PoignC [68] raises the possibility of generalising our work 
in the setting of indexed category theory; it also suggests links with specification 
theory. 
5.2. Related work 
We have already mentioned work by Smyth [79], Martin-Liif [49] and Plotkin 
[61, Chapter 81. Kozen’s work on the representation of dynamic algebras [40,41] 
uses Stone duality ideas, but in a rather different spirit and setting. His work on 
probabilistic PDL [42] is discussed above. Inspired by [79], Plotkin developed a 
predicate-transformer-style denotational metalanguage (for Scott domains), and 
proved its equivalence with a conventional metalanguage [63]. Robinson has 
independently formulated some very similar ideas to our own [70], although 
apparently in a less systematic and developed form. 
The book by Vickers [86] includes an elegant exposition of much of the 
material of this paper, cast in a more algebraic style. It also gives a general 
introduction to localic topology, with motivation from both mathematics and 
computer science. 
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